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ABSTRACT

The object of this investigation is to develop methods for precise measurements of velocity or displacement
(including their phase angles as well as their magnitudes) and to apply these methods to extend the knowledge
of the dissipative parameters of piezoelectric cerami:s.

Laser interferometty is a very promising new method for measuring small vibrations. in this method the
motion of a small mirror attached to the vibrating body phase-modulates the light beam, and the light beam
is subsequentlydemodulated by a photomultiplier tube. An electronic control system was developed to stabilize
the interferometer agaima• low-frequency building vibrations. In this system the mirror of the interferometer
that is normally fixed is mounted on a small piezoelectric transducer. This transducer is driven by a servo am-
piifier in such a manner that it keep :he path iengtL of the interfering beams constant at low frequencies.
3uilding vib:ations thus are cauceled out, but the control system becomes inoperative above 1 kHz auid, hence,
does not interfere with the measurement of the desired vibration signals, whici- are in this upper frequency range.
Another feedback control syrtem was developed to stabilize the amplitude of the laser output, which was found
to fluctuate as much as 10 percent. These fluctuations were reduced to about L percent.

After suitable measurement methods had been developed, measurements were made of the electromechani-
cal transfer ratios of a number of ceramic samples. It was found that thf- - • no simple one-to-one relation
between the mechanical displacement and the polarization under stift .... . ntrolled conditions. The phase
angle between the displacement and charge in barium titarAte bars with transverse field becomes a lead angle
at high drive levels. The amplitude of displacement for these bars is more neatly proportional to the clec:ric
field than to the polarization. Some samples were measured under blocked cenditio•s by use of quarter-wave
blocking stubs. In this way enough data were obtained to calculate a complete set of two-port parameters.
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I

INTRODUCTION

When piezoelectric ceramics became available commercially, shortly after

World War II, they rapidly replaced most of the other piezoelectric and magneto-

strictive materials that had been used in Nkcval sonar and industrial ultrasonics.

The piezoelectric ceramics have higher electromechanical coupling and higher

power handling capacity than their competitors for service in electromechanical

transducers. They are it a disadvantage for applications requiring high stability

or v3ry low losses; and in these cases, crystals, such as quartz, still reign supreme.

But for most applications requiring the generation or detection of sound in liquids

and solids, the ruggedness, economy, and power capability of the ceramics are

more important considerations than their susceptibility to change of properties with

age and use.

The first piezoelectric ceramic to become available was barium titonate but in

recent years ceramics composed of solid solutions of lead titonate lead zirconate

have been overtaking barium titanate in popularity. The latter ceramics have

higher electromechanical coupling and power capability than barium titanate, and

they are available in compositions with a wide range of properties. The piezo-

electricity of the ceramics is an induced property, L-ought about by the poling

process which creates a semipermanent electric polarization in the material. This

phenomenon is a manifestation of the ferroelectric nature of the individual crystals
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composing these ceramics; the basic physics of these materials has been covered in

a number of recent books.('"4)

Piezoelectric behavior in the ceramics is achieved by linearizing their char-

acteristics for small signals by means of the poling process, which %stablishes an

operating point that is favo-able for linear operation. Basically, though, the mate-

rials are highly nonlinear in most of their properties; and when the large signals

required in high-power son;c applications are applied to the poled ceramics, the

underlying nonlinearity again becomes evident. Nevertheless, the linear theory of

~ iclassical piezoelectricity is used to great advantage in the engineering application

S! of these materials to transducer design. The measurements end reporting of the tech-

nically important proporHes are done in terms of the linear theory. An excellent

summary of this information is given in a recent book compiled by W. P. Mason.(s)
SNot only nonlinearities but aso dissipative phenomena are neglected in clas-

sical piezoelectric theory. The material is treated as a conservative system, and

the equations of state are derived from thermodynamic potentials.(6)',() This

approach is an excellent one for normal piezoelectric crystals, since their highly

ordered structure does indeed result in linear behavior and very low dissipation.

For small signals this treatment is also satisfactory for prepolarized ceramics; the

dissipation factors at low levels rarely exceed I percerst for properly made ceramics.

Some information has been made available on the dissipation in piezoelectric

ceramics at high signal levels,.(s The existing data, however, are derived from

measurements made only at the electrical terminals of the ceramic transducers.

Such measurements are relatively easy to make, but they can not provide complete

I iinformation on the dissipative parameters of the transducer.

2



The object of the present work is to exiend the knowledge of the dissipative

parameters of piezoelectric ceramics, and the approach is to conduct measure-

ments simultaneoucly of electrical -variables at the input and mechanical variables

at the output of the ceramic while it is operating as an electromechanical trans-

ducer. The sirmplest such transducer has two ports (one electrical; one mechanical),

and it is fund~onentally impossible to obtain all the parameters of a transducer by

measurements involving only one port. Either mechanical variables, such as force

and velocity, have to be measured alonp with voltage and current, or loads of

known mechanical impedance have to be applied to the mechanical port when the

electrical measurements are made. In either case, highly accurate mechanical

measurements are required if really useful results are to be obtained, especiaily

for the dissipative parameters. The difficulty of making these accurate mechanical

meas rements is tm- reason that the desired data have not been made available in

the post.

Of the two mechanical variables, force and velocity, velocity is the easier

one to measure. Measurement of force at the mechanical port requires insertion of

a force gauge between the transducer surface and the mechanical load. Such a

gouge might consist of a slab of piezoelectric material; its construction and cal:-

bration would invoove some difficulties but the main problen, is ;n connecting it

into the mechanical circuit. The mechanical analog of the nearly infiniiely con-

ductive clip lead ,ned in electrical measurements is a nearly infinitely ;tiff adhe-

sive bond. Bonding the force gauge into place unfortunately is a much more

difficult operation than attaching clip leads; and subsequent removal of the bonds,

nondestructively, verges oc. he imposslible. The epoxy adhesives used with ceramics

3



ae an order of magnitude loss stiff than the ceramics themselves, and they are

noticeably dissipative. Thee considerations led to the belief that force measure-

ments were best left until the art of mechanical measurements was further advanced,

and only velocity measurements were planned for the present investigation. Since

sinusoidal signals are etployed, the distinction between velocity V and displace-

ment t is trivial; V = juls, where w is the angular frequency. Actually, dis-

placement is the directly measured variable in this work.

Displacement, or velocity, may be measured without contacting the vibrating

surface, and it thus qualifies as a minimum disturbance type of measurement. One

method of measurement is to place a small capacitor plate near a conductive vi-

brating surface; the variation in capacity resulting from the vibrations may be

detected by a variety of electronic circuits.43 )')() Experience with capacitive probes

used to measure vibrations of ceramics driven with strong electri: fields indicates

that it is difficult to shield the probes from direct electrical pickup of the a.c.

driving field. Another limitation of this method is that the measurements are not

absolute; the probe must be calibrated. Ai alternate approach is to use optical

methods; these require only that a light beam be reflected from the vibrating sur-

face. Modem interferometry applied to vibration measurement appears extremely

promising; so this was adopted as the primary method of measurement. It is an

absolute type of measurement. Another optical method using fiber optics to trans-

mit light to and from a vibrating surface was adopted as a secondary method.

The development of measurement techniques ior obtaining two-port parameters

of ceramic transducers, particularly disuipretive poraneters, was considered to be

the main objective of this investigation. Once such techniques hove been perfected,

!- S
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a large number of materials may be measured and different modes of motion inves-

tigated. Only u small amount of data on materials is included in this report,

however. Study of dissipation in ceramics necessarily leads one into their non-

linear domawn of operation, but a complete treatment of the nonlinear problem is

beyond the scope of this investigation. In this project the electric field was run

up to high levels, but the velocity was kept relatively low. A full study of non-

linearity would require that tfe velocity also be made high. A theoretical treat-

ment of the nonlinear ceramic transducer is also lacking at the present time.

5/6
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II

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND MEASUREMENT PLANS

2.1 Objectives in Terms of Ceramic Parameters

Before the detailed measurement plans are presented, further discussion of the

present state of knowledge of the ceramic properties is probably warranted. In

linear piezoelectricity the materials are described by tensor equations of state.

The general tensor theory has been worked out by J. H. Jurmain(101 under the sup-

ervision of Professor Domino Spencer. The general theory is valid in any coordi-

nate system and hence is the most powerful approach to advanced problems in

dynamic piezoelectricity. Most authors, however, use Cartesian tensors and work

only in rectangular coordinates. If one is willing to give up sndex balance, and

risk losing sight of the tensorial nature of the quantities involved, abbreviations

muy be introduced which reduce the number of indices of the variables and coeffi-

cients in the piezoelectric equations. The equations then become matrix equations,

and it is this form that has been standardized by the IEEE""n and is generally used

by engineers.

For example, if all the components of the stress applied to the ceramic are

zero except for the extensional stresses T1 and T3 and all the electric field com-

ponents zero except for E. then the equations of state in terms of matrix compo-

nents are

7



, S T, + senTs + &E

-sT, + 4;% + (1)
~~+ SF T ,,',+ GrF

S S,S2 , Sare the extensional strains; D3 is the electric displacement; sep, sI2e

se are compliance constants at constant field; 31 are piezoelectric

constants; and eL is the permittivity at constant stress. In ceramic piezoelec-

tricity the convention has been established that the x 3 axis is the axis of per-

rn'nent polarization. Hence, the electric field is here assumed to be applied in

the direction of the permanent polarization; this is the usual situation unless exci-

tation of shear motion is desired.

Poled ceramics have planar isotropy in the plom- perpendicular to the poling

Sxis (x3). This symmetry causes them to have far fewer unique constants than exist

for the mast general piezoelectric crystal. In fact, they have 5 elastic constants,

3 piezoelectric constants, and 2 permittivities. A measurements program carried

out over a period of several years by Clevite Corporation has produced values for

all these constants for all of the techni,:aiy important ceramics. The measure-

ment procedures are described if, IEEE Standards publications.") All measurements

are electrical with one exception: the mass density. When the assumptions of

linearity and no dissipation are made, this one mechanical measurement of density

is sufficient. The other mechaniral and electromechanical parameters may then

: be derived from electrical data.

When extensions of the classical piezoeleciric theory to encompass dissipation

8



are attempted, it is reasonable to assume that a dissipative parameter will be

associated with each of the constants defined under the lossless theory. Thus the

piezoelectric ceramics might be expected to have ten independent dissipative

parameters. The formal results of introducing dissipation inWo the piezoelectric

equations by the standard procedure of letting all coefficients of the equations of

state become complex has recently been set forth by Holland.(ý HWs paper con-

tains no physical dataohowever. To n:easure oll ten dissipative parameters of the

ceramics would require a very extensive tr,-isurement program.

Practical transducers often employ simp!e ceramic configurations, whose

analysis involves only a few of the ceramic coefficients rather than the full set of

ten. The present investigation will be limited to a study of these simple configu-

rations. Oe such transducer consists of a slender ceramic bar of uniform cross-

section, electroded on the ends. The electric field (and also the permanent

polarization) is in the axial direction, x 3. The mecl-anical loading is applied to

the .-nIs of the bar, and for simplicity it will be assuned that the loading is equal

on each end. A stress T. exisrs because of the end loading. The sides of the

bar are loaded only by air, and this is a negligible effect. The stresses T and

T2 are thus zero at the surface, and since the lateral dimensions of the bar are

-*ery small in terms ot wavelengths, these stresses are zero throughout the bar. The

strains S1 and S2 exist but are not of present interest.

The useful equations of state for this vibrator are obtained from Equation (i)

and are

D3=3sT-+ Er

9
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Only three of the ceramic coefficients are involved. These equations of state may

be put into another useful form by choosing D2 to be on independent variable

rather than 4 . The results in standard notation are written

153 ZSI 8 I + gasID3 (3)

Here sD is the compliance constant at constant electric displacement, g9 is
33

a piezoelectric constant, and 6 33 = 1/4.L is the impermeability at constant stress.

The coefficients of Equation (3) are of course not independent but are obtainable

from those of Equation (2).

Another simple transducer is a bar that is similar in every respect to the one

described above except that the electrodes are on the sides rather than on the ends.

In this case the bar is assumed to have a rectangular cross-section. The electric

field is now tansvenre to the useful motion; the electromechanical coupling is less

for this arra gement but ;s still high enough to provide useful performance. The

axial direction of the bar will be taken to be x1 ; the working stress is T1 , while

T3 becomes zero because it is in the transverse direction. From Equation (I) the

desired equations of state are seen to be

S5, = =ST +4j31 F3 (4)

The alternate set of equations is

The objectives of this investigation may now be stated concisely: It is desired

to find the loss parameters associated with the five coefficients sE, sE, d31 d33 ,

'1 10



* This statement implies that the material will continue to be described ade-

quately by the linear equations of state, even when it is driven with such large

signals that the dissipation parameters have become significant. It is believed

that a mildly nonlinear region of operation exists where such a compromise is

meaningful. However, a further restriction on the scope of the present investiga-

tion appears desirable: The mater;al will be operated only under low-strain

conditions. Stated more specifically, the bar vibrators will be operated in the

stiffness-controlled, or quasi-static, frequency range. If operation at the me-

chanical resonance took place, the strain would be greatly stepped up in relation

to the electric driving field. Such operating conditions would be of practical

interest, but there would be less chance of the linear equations retaining their

validity if both the electric field and the strain were high. It appears best to first

investigate the simpler situation of quasi-static operation.

Operation under stiffness-controlled conditions has the advantage that the

stress and strain are uniform throughout the bar. In other words, the bar lenr is

a small fraction of the acoustic wavelength under these conditions. This uni-

formity is important if the dissipation parameters depend on the strain level as they

undoubtedly do. With nonuniform strain one would not measure an unambiguozs

material parameter but rather a parameter that depended on the strain distribution.

2.2 Objectives in Term, of Transducer Parameters

Consideration of the electromechanical circuits of the bar vibrators is of help

in planning the measurement program. The bar vibrator operating as described

earlier may well be thought of as a three-port transducer, since each end of the

I1l1



- "bar may be considered to be a mechanical port. However, when it is siipulated

that the two ends are equaily loaded, then they may be combined into a single port.

Suitable transducer equations, assuming linear operation, are the following:(13)

F~NE±2~V(6)

E and I are the voltage and current, respectively, at the connections to the elec-

trodes, V is the velocity of the end of the bar, F is the total force on the ends

of the bar, Yb is the electrical admittance when the ends of the bar are blocked,

N is the electromechanical transfer ratio, and Z• is the mechanical impedance

when the electrical terminals are short-circuited.

With the transducer assumed to be lossless and operating in the stiffness-

controlled frequency range, the electromechanical circuit which corresponds to

Eouation (6) is as shown in Figure 1. The coupler is an ideal electromechanical

transformer. An important parameter of the transducer is its electromechanical

coupling factor k, which plays a role analogous to that of the coupling coeffi-

cieni of an electrical two-port network. The coupling factor is expressed in terms

of the circuit parameters by the formula

.___N-- N=. (7)

C6,
The lorsless circuit of Figure I contains three circuit parameters that are

specified bv real numbers. This property is also shared by the equations of state,

Equations (2) or (4,: where three real number specify the coefficients. A two-

port transducer with dissipation, on the other hand, in general requires three corm-

5 4plex numbers for its spe,;Mcation (at a single frequency). The straightforward way

12
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of introducing dissipation into the circuit of Figure I evidently is to let all three of

ift ;.'rcuit parameters become complex. A dissipation factor tar 6 b will be asso-

ciated with the blocked capacity Cb, a dissipation factor ton 6 M will be wsoci-

ated with the compliance CL, and a small phase angle 8 N %i0l be associated

with the transfer ratio N. The circuit after this modification is shown in Figure 2.

The coupler of the circuit of Figure 2 is a very illeg'timate circuit element.

It could be called a transformer with a complex turns ratio, but it must not be

confused with the complex transformer described by Carlin and Giordano.(14)

Their complex transformer is a lossless coupler; the transformation ratio for the

voltage is the complex conjugate of the transformation ratio for the current. The

vransformer used here, however, does not have this conjugate property, and it it

a nonconservative element. The phase angle of the vector power changes in going

through this transformer, and the real power may either increase or decrease de-

pending on the relative signs of 0N and the phase angle of the vector power. A

pure reactance becomes a lossy reactance after transformation; likewise a pure

resistance acquires a reactive component. The resistive components generated by

the transformation in some cases may be negative.

In view or the unconventional nature of the coupler a look at physical

realizability conditions is perhaps advisable. The requirement that the electrical

input conductanice of the circuit of Figure 2 remain positive leads to the neces-

sary condition

ItS + .* MAV 11 94

This condition sets an upper limit on ON. In the derivation of this equation, a

14
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new definition of the electromechanical coupling factor k was introduced:

- - = e (9)I -1k2- C1:

by analogy with Equation (7). There is no standard definition of the coupling

factor of a lossy transducer, and Equation (9) constitutes a convenient definition

for present pxrposes. The condition that the mechanical input resistance remain

positive sets a lower lmit on e0:

These conditions set rather wide limits on the range of 0N. Their only value

would be for detecting gross measurement errors.

If one sets out to calculate the performance of a lossy transducer, the pres-

ence of the complex coefficient N in Equation (6) does not present any unusual

difficulties. For engineers who are adept at estimating performance from circuit

diagrams, however, the circuit diagrem of Figure 2 leaves something to be desired

because of iis unfamiliar coupler. Of course, if 0. is small, it can be ignored

for most purposes and the coupler treated as an ideal transformer. A more rigorous

method of eliminating the unconventioriol coupler is desirable, however. If a

third resistance is introduced into the circuit in such a way that it does not com-

bine trivially with G or Rý, then replacement of the unconventional coupler

by an ideal transformer should be oossible. The only basic requirement is that the

circuit contain three independent loss parameters.

The resistance RA in the circuit of Figure 3 evidently meets the requirements

16
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described above. The condition is imposed that the transfer ratio (b of this cir--

cuit be a real number, and the equivalence relations between this circuit and that

of Figure 2 may then be derived. The results are given in Figure 3. The algebra

required to obtain these results is lengthy, but routine. RA will be negative if

ON is positive. Positive %, implies that the force generated when the transducer

is blocked (V = 0) will lead the applied voltage, and this seems unlikely physically.

2.3 Possible Mechanical Terminations for the Transducer

The equations and circuits that have been developed above provide a back-

ground against which proposed measurements may be discussed. One of the first

practical questions to consider is: What mechanical loads should be applied to

the two ends of the vibrating bar? The easiest load to apply is zero load; so the

exploitation of this condition will be considered first. When the transducer is

vibrating freely in air it is essentially unloaded, since the radiation impedance of

the bar ends is negligible compared with the bar's internal mechanical impedance.

Measurements on the unconstrained bar enable three useful complex ratios to be

determined: the ratio of displacement to voltage

I =- (F =0)
'4W Z (11)

IN!CE cAY4 6.

the ratio of dispiacement to change

( =0) (12)
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and the ratio of voltage to current

E ZIN =

(13)

Only two of these three ratios are independent. Mensurement of all three will,

therefore, give a check on the measurement accuracy.

To obtain a third independent measurement, and thereby determine all of the

transducer circuit parameters, it is necessary to dispense with the easily obtained

F = 0 condition and provide some other known boundary condition at the ends of

the bar. The cement joint problem is then encountered; applying boundary condi-

tions in this context inevitably involves cements. The available adhesives do not

provide infinite-impedance joints, and breaking the joints when a change of

boundary conditions is desired is very difficult.

The mechanical terminations that can be provided for the bar are of two

basic types: active and passive. The active termination would require two iden-

tical auxiliary transducers; one would be cemented to each end of the bar. The

auxiliary transducers could then provide a measured velocity input to the trans-

ducer under test. This technique appears very promising but requires considerable

development to be mode reliable. The trouble with passive terminations aside from

the joint problem is that standard mechanical impedances are not available on the

shelf, and to calibrate a mechanical impedance requires measurement of force as

well as velocity. The simplest solution to this problem appears to be to aim for
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infinite impedance terminations. Quarter-wave rods cemented to each end of the

bar under test will approximate this condition at the one frequency for which the

quarter wavelength stipulation is satisfied.

The effectiveness of the quarter-wave stubs in blocking the transducer can be

judged by monitoring the velocity of the ends of the ceramic bar. If V - 0, a

measurement of the driving voltage and current will yield the blocked admittance

()3 - . (14)

Subtracting the blocked admittance from the free input admittance, Equation (13),

yields the motional admittance

= N'" (15)

By combining the measured values of the motional admittance, Equation (15), and

the transfer ratio t/E, Equation (11), values of the magnitude and phase of N

are obtained.

N Yn- j~eý%(16).: =lNI ('°

Substituting these results back intq Equation (15) yields the complex values of the

mechanical impedance

_ E I (17)
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By the method described above all of the complex circuit parut..e- Iters of the

circuit of Figure 2 are obta'ned. Then the parameters for the circuit of Figure 3

may be calculated if desired. By use of the formulas in Figure 1, generalized for

dissipative conditions, the values of the coefficients in the piezoelectric equations

of state, Equation (1), may be caiculateo. It is noted that

The loss angle of T is 611 , Equation (13);

The loss angle of sil or s3 is 61A Figure 2;

The phase angle of d or d3 is 8 E Equation (I1);

The phase angle of 931 or 933 is OQ , Equation (12).

2.4 Existing Data and Scope of Investigation

At this point a review of the available data on dissipative parameters is

appropriate. The only unambiguous data that have been reported are on. the free

dielectric loss angle 61N . Measurements of this parameter are fairly straight-

forward. Small samples of materia! operating in their stiffness-controlled frequency

range are measured in high-voltage a.c. bridges. The main precaution necessary

is to avoicd Q significant temperature rise due to the dinspated energy. This is

accomplishea by applying the high field for only brief intervals and allowing long

cooling periods. Clevite has published curves of tan 6 1N as a function of driving

field for their materials at several values of ambient temperature, (5) and similar

data are availab!,a from several other manufacturers. Data on the variation of the

reversible permittivity 4 with field are also obtained in these measurement:.

Both the dissipation factor tan 6 1N and the permittivity increase with increasing

field.
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The variation of ceramic losses at mechanical resonance as a function of the

a. c. stress level was measured by Gerson. 051 He observed the resonance and

antiresonance character'stics of the electrical input admittance, wvich are caused

by mechanical resonance, and interpreted his results in terms of mechanical stor-

age factor QM and compliance CE. The mechanical storage factor decreased

and the compliance increased as the stress level was raised. This information was

of much engineering value, but the interpretation was not rigorous. Since only

one complex function, Y,, , was meozured, a true separation of the mechanical

parameters from the other parameters of the transducer was not possible. Several

investigatcrs (16" 71have suggested that phse angles of the electromechanical trans-

fer functions bad a part to play in the interpretation of their measurements on

transducers. No direct measurements of these phase angles have been reported,

however. For the most pe-t their existence has been ignored by transducer de-

signers. 'gnorance of the transfer phcse angles has not been an important hin-

drance to transducer design in the past but may be so in the future as the demands

on transducer performance become more severe.

Another question to be considered is whether physical theory can provide

values for the electromechanical transfer angles. The answer is negative, since

ferroelectric theory "s almost entirely phenomeno~ogical and is used for correlating

meacurements but not for predicting properties. However, it is natural, though

perhaps naive, to hypothesize that the strain under quasi-static conditions is in

phase with the polarization. If this were true the phase c...6: 80 (Equation (12))

would be zero, and the determination of the remaining parameters would be sim-

plified. (It is not necessary to distinguish between polarization and electric
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displacement because the dielectric constants are very high). In view of the fact

that the gross polarization results from a number of different domain processes, the

above hypothesis appears suspect, and verbal communication with several authori-

ties in this field did not turn up much support for it. The results of the present

investigatior do not indicate that GO = 0 for all cases.

Two assumptions are implicit in the piezoelectric equations of state and in

the network theory as employed above. These are linearity, as has been empha-

sized, and reciprocity. It is by virtue of reciprocity that the same d33 coeffici-

ent is used in both equations of the set (2) and the same N coefficient is used in

both equations of the set (6). There is no evidence to cast doubt on the validity

of the reciprocity assumpticn, though it may have to be reinterpreted under non-

linear conditions.

The adoption of the linearity assumption was prompted by convenience rather

than by veracity. One consequence of the actual nonlinearity is, of course, dis-

torted wave forms. However, the wave form distortion at fields up to values that

cause surface flashovers is not very noticeable. Description of the transducer in

terms of impedances therefore seems justified. For small distortion, measurements

made on the filtered fundamental component provide useful engineering data. The

main cause for concern is the superposition indicated in Equation (6). Measure-

ments made under stiffness-controlled conditions will not necessarily provide useful

information for othe conditions where the ratio of V to E kc different. Unfor-

tunately, even to obtain the coefficients of Equation (6) requires that the ratio of

V to E be disturbed. Unless s uperposition of the result% obtained when the bar

is blocked and when it is operated free (stiffness-co.itruoled) is valid, tfe analysis
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indicated in, Equations (15), (16), a-d (17) wfil be invalid. While blocking

lowers the velocity below its stiffness-controlled value (hopefully to zero), reso-

nance operation raises the velocity above the stiffness-conholled values. The

latter condition is expected to be especially inimical to successful superposition.

Resolution of these questions about superposition would require a mnuch more ex-

tensive measurement program than that undertaken here.

In the planned program, measurements are made on slender-bar vibrators.

The measurements are made at a few discrete frequencies in theaudio-frequency

range. Use of discrete frequencies is justified by the fact that the polarization

processes in the ferroelectric ceramics are known to be insensitive to frequency

from the subaudible to the megacycle frequency range. M3 At least this behavior

is well established for the permittivity T and the dielectric dissipation factor
e33

tan 61,4 The observed losses are of the hysteresis type, and this means that the

loss angles are independent of frequency. There are several reascns for choice of

the audio-frequency range. The primary reason is that audio-frequency vibrators

generate displacements large enough to be measured accurately. The displacement

for a given driving field is proportional to the length of the bar, but the longer the

bar the lower the resonant frequency of the gravest mode. It is advisable to oper-

ate at least an octave below resonance to be well in the stiffness-controlled region,

and this operating frequency will fall in the audio range for reasonably long bars.

Another advantage of the audio-frequency range is that highly ac:urute elec-

trical instrumentation, such ca wave analyzers and resistance boxes, is availabie

in this range. A third reason is that much of the Navy's sonar equipment now

operctes in the audio-frequency range. 0 11) Since the Navy is one of the largest
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users of piezoelectric ceramics, it would be well to have data applicable to their

needs if an unexpected dependence of ceramic properties on frequency should

eventually turn up.

The next sections of the report will treat the development of the instrumenta-

tion and measurement techniques that are required to implemnt the planned pro-

gram. Finally, the specific transducers and the measurements made on them will

be described.
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III

VIBRATION INTERFEROMETRY

3. 1 Introduction

The use of optical interferometers to mneasure small mechanical vibrations

began in about 1927, and the theory of the method was presented in 1931 by

Osterberg. (19) In these methods the vibrating surface was either opt;cally polished

or had a mirror attached to it so that it cc-old constitute one of the reflectors of

the interferometer, The technique commonly used was often called the "fringe

disappearance method," because at certain discrete vibration leve-l the interfer-

ence fringes appeared to fade away into a uniformly illuminated field. The sensi-

tivity of the method was fundamentally limited in that the lowest amplitude that

could be measured was that corre--onding to the frst fringe disappearance. For
0

6328 A light such as is used in t;ie present project, for example, this lowest ampli-

tude is 1210 X, or 4.76 microinches.

Besides suffering a fundamental limit in sensitivity, the fringe disappearance

method also had several other disadvantages. Only simple harmonic vibrations

were covered by the theory, and there was no way of recovering the wave form of

a distorted vibration from the measurement results. Also, no information on the

phase of the mechanical signal was obtained. On the other hand, the early inter-

ferometer methods had the advantage that the vibration pattern of a surface vi-

brating in a complex mode could be observed, provided that the enteie surface was
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polished to be optically flat. (At the present time it aFpears that the capability

of observing the entire vibration pattern of a surface is more conveniently obtained

by holography).(2°)
V

The art of vibration interferometry was advanced substantially when elec-

tronic detection of the interferometer output was substituted for visual detection.

This work was begun in the U.S.S. R. in 1952, when a photomultiplier was used

to extrapolate the measurements below the calibration level established by the

first fringe disappearance. In this country workers at the National Bureau of

Standards adapted the Russians' method to the calibration of vibration pickups.(21)

0
Using traditional incoherent ight sources, they mode measurements down to 72 A.

The next advance was brought about by the introduction of lasers into vibra-

tion interferometry. This step was reported by Defarrari and Andrews of Catholic

University in a brief publication () in May 1966. Measurements down to . I A

were claimed. Use of a laser light source not only improves the signal-to-noise

ratio but also makes alignment of the apparatus cons;derably easier than in the

older interferometry.

In the present project the interferometer initially was inteided to be sub-

stantially a duplicate of the Catholic University setup. Some unpublished infor-

mation on the components used by them was obtained by direct communicatin-,.

To adapt the laser interferometer to the needs of the present project, however,

two ;nnovations were required: One was a control system to eliminate building

vibrations from the in ýrument's output, and the other was a feedback system to

reduce fluctuations in the laser-beam amplitude. These developments will be

* c€idscribed in the following secrions.
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3.2 Theory of the Interferometer

A simplified schematic diagram of the vibration interferometer is shown in

Figure 4. The CW laser emits a beam of light which is composed of plane waves

having a constant polarization direction. Since the polarization direction has no

influence on the operation of the apparatus, it is feasible to dispense with vectors

and describe the light by the magnitude of its electric field strength. Thus, the

laser emits !'ght with field strength 4 , and the dividing plate, which is a lightly

metalized (and, therefore, partially reflecting) plane mirror, divides the laser

light into two beams of field strengths 8, and E2 . The beam 8, is reflected

off the fixed mirror and is transmitted through the dividing plate towards the photo-

multiplier tube. The beam E is reflected off the vibrating mirror and is then

reflected by the dividing plate so that its path becomes coincident with that of

E, in traveling towards the photomultiplier tube.

The combined beam C + 4" is dete:ted by the photomultiplier tube, but

first it must be attenuated 3o that it will not overload this tube. The beam, which

is originally about 2 mm in diameter, is passed through a concave lens and expande'

to about 7 mm in diameter. Then a pinhole aperture is used to admit only a small

fraction of the beam's power. The laser Light is further attenuated by a red filter

and a diffuser before it reaches the photocathode of the photomultiplier (PM) tube.

The red filter reduces the effect of room illumination to a negligible point, and

the diffuser spreads the light over the photocathode surface; this diffusion is bene-

ficial in the avoidance of fluctuations of photomultiplier gain. The current out of

the photomultiplier tube is proportional to the light power admitted, and measure-

ments mode on this current will provide information on the amplitude of vibration
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of the transducer under test and for small signals will also provide information on

the phase and wave form of the vibration.

The Michelson interferometer described above may be discussed conveniently

in the terminology of modern radio.€23) The light beam C 2 upon being reflected

by the vibrating mirror becomes phase-modulated by the vibration. The light beam

P1 , which has the same frequency as the beam E2 but is not modulated, serves

the function of a local oscillator. In recombining these two beams the dividing

plate acts as a mixer, and the photomultiplier tube is a square-law detector for the

combined beams. The detection of the phase-modulated signal, as carried out in

this apparatus, is called homodyne detection and wams invented in 1939; it never

achieved popularity in radio systems.

Since laser light is highly monochromatic, the electric field strength 81 at

the mixing point may be written

EI ~')~ C&4C~ W 18

where wc is the angular frequency of the carrier, that is, of the laser light. It

will be assur ed that the path lengths which the beams F, and 2 traverse in

going .f.om the dividing plate to their respective mirrors and back differ by a

distance d. Then the field strength F 2 nt the mixing point may be written

F, 2- ;(19)

where K = 2 u/\ = 2f/6328 ,for the helium-neon laser used, with the presumption

that d will be expressed in angstroms.

If the interferometer is aligned properly, the two beams will be coincident
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and their wave fronts parallel at the mixing point. Hence.their combination in-

valves only scalar addition of their field strengths. The magnitude of the Poynting

vector at the mixing point is

1 -- I+ + ÷QZ + (20)

where trigonometric identities have been used to expand the squares and cross-

products of the expressions in Equations (18) and (19).

The photomultiplier tube produces a current which is proportional to the light

power

( 21)

where 01 is the pinhole area and SP, is the magnitude of the Poynting vector at

the photomultiplier input. The photomuitiplier tube also acts as a low-pass filter;

although its high-frequency response is very good in terms of radio frequencies, it

does not pass light frequenc;es. The only terms in Equation (20) which survive the

filtering are the d.c. terms and the cos kd term (which may vary with time). It

is not important to keep track of the attenuation of the beams after mixing nor to

determine the gain of the photomultiplier tube. It is sufficient to write

L = Ai-BC K4 (22)

and measure the parameters A and B directly.

Equation (22) is the basic equation of vibration interferometry. In practice,
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building vibrations may cause the path difference d to vary; means for combating

this will be described in later sections. For now it is assumed that only the test

transducer will cause periodic variations in d. If the absolute displacement of

the transducer face is

ý = , Cd (ct +(23)

then

cf. d. + 7-SCM (Wst +$ (24)

since the path lengths of both the incident and reflected waves in the divider-

plate-to-transducer path will be changed by on amount f .

One of the great conveniences of using a laser light source is that the equi-

librium value of the path difference d. may have almost any value. When the

laser is operated at low intensities, the beam has a coherence length of many

meters. With an incoherent light sourceeon th.e other hand, the equipment must

be arranged so that d. is very small.

When Equation (24) is substituted into Equation (22), the result is

I A +BC&4[?4+. K+ (25)

This equation describes the homodyne detection process and it is illustrated in

Figure 5. Evidently the best operating point is where the slope of the cosine curve

is greatest (pc~itive or negative), that is, where Kdo is an odd multiple of x/2.

Half of the operating points so selected will give a phase reversal, which for many

purposes would be unobjectionable. For the measurements intended here, however,

this phase reversal should be avoided. When the operating point is set according
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to these criteria, the o.c. output wiHl be

B•t(26)

When the signal amplitude t, is small, sini [2Kg cos (wt + .)) may be replaced

by its argument and the detec*ion process is distorrionless.

The detector saturates and clips the signal when 2K1, = v/2, or f= W8;

with ) = 6328 X clipping occurs for I, = 791 •. This value provides a calibra-

tion point for the equipmerit, since the onset of ctipping, observed on an oscillo-

scope, can be determined rather precisely. For amplitudes greater than 791

the detector has no semblance to a linear device, but it still can be used to mecs-

ure amplitude. The methods used are then similar to the fringe.disappearance

method but are implemented electronically. In the present project it was dis-

covered that phase measurements in this large-signal region are also feasible.

To pursue the analysis beye,-'.J v.e graphical inspection of Figure 5, it is

standard practice to tro.,sform Equation (25) to the form

(27)

by trigonometry, and then expand the forms cos (x cos y) and sin (x cos y) in

Fourier series. The result(24) is

A +A B co K& %I2On) - ZBd.fiKc J(2 K) Cbd ((At+0)

+ B CoA4 1<40) J (ZK,) CO12n(ot+$) (28)
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The Fourier coefficients ore Bessel functions of the argument 2Kt I

When the operating point is set (by adjusting d ) to the value shown in

Figure 5, then cos Kd, 0 and sin Kdo 1. Equation (28) reduces to

l I

+ (29)

The current now contains the d.c. term i. = A, the fundamenta, component, and

all odd harmonics. The distortion is independent of the local oscillator strength,

that is, of the ratio B/A.

The fundamental component ? BJ (2K 1 Q cos (it + 4) may re isolated by elec-

trical filtering, It is maximum when t = 926 A. This provides another calibra-

tion point. Since the maximum value of J, is .5819, the equation for the

fundamental component at this maximum is

11, 2. = (ssl) . (30)

Hence, the unknown constant 2B (which may be considered also to absorb any

attenuation of the filter) can be determined in terms of I max * Thus, for ampli-

0

tudes less than 926 A, the fundamental component of current is

11.6n J,(2Ký,)(31)

Given a measured value of III, one may solve this equation for •, by inverting

the Bessel function. For scmall signcls J 1(2K t Kt, and the fundamental compo-

nent becomes i= -2 BK 1 cos (wt + ), as was predicted earlier from Equation (26).
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While the interferometer can give wave form information only in the strictly

linear range (t, << 791 A), it should give phase information up to much higher

levels. Equation (29) shows that the fundamental component of the output retains

the phase o of the original signal. By comparirg the phase of the fundamental

component against that of a reference signal in a bridge circuit, phase measure-

ments up to 791 X can be made. Above that level the rapid increase of odd har-

monic distortion destroys the accuracy of the bridge method, but Lissajous patterns

can still be used as will be described in a later section.

For signals larger than 791 A, the amplitude information of the interferometer

is very useful for calibrating instruments of secondary accuracy, such as the

Fotonic Sensor. Quite a variety of techniques are available for th~s large-ampli-

tude range. One method is to keep cos Kdo = 0 so that Equation (29) applies

and follow the output of a filter tuned to the fundamental frequency as the vibra-

tion amplitude is raised. The filter output will trace out the first-order Bessel

function curve J1 (2K• 1). The successive zeros of this curve make especially

good calibration points.

Instead of using a narrow-bond filter tuned to the fundamental, one can use

a d.c. meter as a low-pass filter. From Equation (28) the output is then seen to be

I. = A + Bc-00(i4e) T.(2.Ki,). (32)

In this case d. should be adjusted so that cos Kdo = 1. As the vibration ampli-

tude is raised, the meter reading varies in accordance with the zero-order Bessel

function curve J0 (2Kb). The successive maxima and minimc, provide good cali-

bration points, if they are not masked by building vibratiens.
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Maintaining cos Kdo at the desired values (unity in one case, zero in the

other) is difficult because drift tends to be pronounced. The drift may not cause

too much trouble if only the maxima and minima of the Bessel functions are being

determined; however, if a continuous calibration is being attempted as the vibra-

tion amplitude is raised, drift will present a severe problem. At Catholic Univer-

sity the present approach is to use two narrow-band filters, one tuned to the funda-

mental, the other to the 3rd harmonic. In Equation (28) it is seen that both these

terms contain the factor sin (Kdo ); when the ratio of the two terms is taken, the

result will be independent of d. and hence not affected by drift. Thus:

J KS (33)

From the measured ratio of 3rd harmonic to fundamental, one may solve for the

vibration amplitude "

3.3 Setting Up and Adjusting the Interferometer

The first r"-quirement for an interferometer setup is a stable worktable. The

setup here began with a standard laboratory bench with a 2-1/4-inch-thick

wooden top. On top of this was placed a layer of sponge rubber 1-3/4 inches thick

and on top of the rubber a steel plate I inch thick. The steel plate was 5-1/2

feet long by 2-1/3 feet deep, weighed 700 pounds, and had a planed upper sur-

face. The laboratory bench wcs stiffened with diagonal crossbraces and its legs

were padded to make even contact with the floor.

, •The steel plate had been used before at the U. S. Navy Underwater Sound

Laboratory for visua! interferometry using the fringe-disappearance method and "t
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appeared to provide sufficient stability. In the new setup at the University of

Connecticut, however, definite deficiencies were noted. The main reason for

this difference is that interferometers using photomultipl iers deind much more

stability, since they measure much sma!ler amplitudes than the older methods c.nd

their output must be steady enough to permit filtering and measurement by elec-

tronic instruments. Another reason is that the building vibrations on the third

floor of the Engineering I I building at University of Connecticut appear substanti-

ally greater than in the previous first floor location at the Underwater Sound

Laboratory.

The sponge-rubber, steel-plate system constitutes a .ow-p, fitrer. Buildir.d

vibrations below about 20 Hz were transmitted through this filter with sufficient

amplitude to be disturbing. The desirability of the large marble benches often

seen in interferometer setups thus beccr.ne clear, but no such bench was available.

The present bench setup was made workable only by development of an automatic

control system to remove building vibrations from the instrument's output. Even

with a Letter bench and a better location, this control system would probable

retain its value for achievement of ultimate stability.

3.3.1 Major Components

The major components used in the implementation of k.• system shown in

Figure 4 will now be discussed.

The laser is a Perkin-Elmer Model 5200 helium-neon laser with a Model 5203

power supply. Its rated output is 1.3 milliwatts in the TEM. mode at 6328 A.

This power is more than ample. Two other lasers were tried: a Perkin-Elmer 5200
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with a Model 5202 pojwer supply and a Spectra Physics 130. Surprisingiy: the

light output of these losers was amplitude-modulated with 60 Hz hum, the modu-

lotion beina as high as 30 percent. This hum causes the coefficients A and B in

Equations (28) and (29) to vary with time; the result is that the hum causes inter-

modulation of thi lesired fundamenta! signal component. The disturbing effetts

of the hum are thus not simply corrected by filrerint; it from the output of the sys-

tem. When the laser with the berter power supply (Model 5203) was obtained, the

hum problem disappeared. With this %.isturbance out of the way, it was then dis-

covered that the laser outp'it power fluctuated as much as 10 percent, the period

- of the fbictuation being of the order of seconds. The fluctuatio., coild not be

attributed to the power supply, since the latter was very well regulated. A con-

trol system was developed to greatly reduce the extent of this fluctuation.

An interferometer carriage that was originally part of a Gaertner 1-333 /ibra-

tion Inte:ferometer was availahle. On this carriage is mounted the dividing plate

and fixed 'nirror. The fixed mirro- actually has 3 degrees of freedom. ,t can be

translated by a very prec'= fronsport screw in order to adjust the path difference

do. The m'rror can be tilted in two planes by .wo thumbscrews with very fine

threads; these adjustments are to make the wave fronts in the two interfering beam

parallel. The transport screw is seldom used in the present setup. Although it has

a -!,e thread and a vernier control, ;t is not realiy capable of setting do with

tt.e precision requir^4 ir tre present application. A piezoelectric transducer is

used to translate this mirrr in conformity with the Catf-olic Unive-sity serup. This

tf-ansducer is also a key component in the control system used to ';:minate building

v.brations from the interferometer's output.
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The two beams which recombine at the dividing plate and proceed towards

the photomultiplier strike a mirror which changes :'.,tir direction by 90°. This is

done to conserve space in the layout of the equipment. The beams then pass

through a piano-concave lens of -77 mm focal length and diverge over a distance

of 25 cm before reaching the pinhole in front of the photonultiplier.

The photomultiplier tube is an RCA type 7265, and it is mounted in a housing

manufactured by Pacific Photometric Instruments Ahich bears the model designa-

tion 62/2F. The power supply is Mode! 1544 of Power Designs Inc. The ra-nufac-

turer of the photomultiplier tube recommends that its output current not exceed

.25 mA. when maximum stability is desired. To achieve this condition the power

supply voltage .. kept low (about 1600 volts) and the light beam is heavily attenu-

ated. The sensitivity of this photomultiplier apparently is much greater than is

required for the present application.

At the forward end of the photc.-nultiplier housing an aluminum foil cover

with a pinhole is mounted. Behind the piinhole a Kodak F-29 red filter is placed

o discriminate agaire r,)cm illumination. A layer of fogged camera film is in-

serted to further attenuate the light and then a layer of 20 pound-weight bond

paper to act as a diffjser. Without the diffuser the photocathode is illumirnted

only over a spot about a millimeter in diameter, and since this surface can not be

expected to be of uniform sensitivity, a slight movement of the light spot might

result in a change in the output cunent.

In Figure 4 'he components which must be most rigidly mounteJ to the base

plate are the fixed mirror, the dividng plate, dthe r.11 -asdcer under tes. since

it is these components that set ,ip the interfering beams and determire the path
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length difference d0. Mounting of ihe aset, ,ans ' Cgd- phL-

multiplier is much less critical. The interferometer carriage is seaied to the base

plate with paraffiie. The mounting for the transducer under test wiii be described

in detail later; a heavy carriage is used with 3 thumbscrews acting as legs. The

piezoelectric ceramic sample must be compliantly mounted to its carriage in order

that it may vibrate piezoelectrically; hence, it is susceptible to excitation by

building vibrations if they are transmitted to the base plate. The fixed mirror is

also susceptible to vibrations since its adjustable mounting is not very secure. A

better mounting than the present one could probably be designed.

3.3.2 Alignment Procedure

In the mathematical analysis presented earlier it was assumed that the two

interfering beams proceeding towards the photomultiplier had coincident paths and

parallel wave fronts. The two beams may be observed visually at the face of the

photomultiplier housing on the diaphragm containing the pinhole. At this point

the beams have been expanded enough so that their details may be observed. If

the alignment conforms to the assumptions of the analysis, a bright spot will be

seen with no interference fringes. If d. is varied by translating the fixed mirror,

the spot will vary cyclically from bright to dark but will retain its uniformity with

no interference fringes appearing. This phenomenon differs from that observed

with the traditional Michelson interferometer, which uses spherical waves rather

than plane waves. There, perfect alignment is indicated by circular interference

fringes. The laser interferometer resembles rather the Tw) man interferometer ,(25)

wh'.ch uses collimated beams.
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In setting up the loser interferometer one will, in general, observe two light

spots, one from the fixed mirror and one from the mirror on the transducer under

test. By using the tilt controls on the fixed mirror the two spots may be brought

into coincidence, but interference fringes will probably be seen. Further adjust-

ment of the fixed mirror will eliminate the fringes. The latter step amounts to

obtaining parallel wave fronts at the expense of separating the beam axes slightly;

i.e., not having complete overlap. If the two spot% are noticeably nonoverlapping,

the transducer carriage should be moved to a new position on the table and the

fixed minor again adjusted to eliminate fringes. In these trials only the two mir-

rors need be moved; the angle of the dividing plate with respect to the beams is of

no concern.

The alignment of the loser ir. ferometer actually proceeds very rapidly. In

the trial and error procedure described one is guided by watching secondary reflec-

tion spots. Perfect alignment usualy requires that the secondary reflections be

aligned with the primary beams. However, such precise alignment is not neces-

sary ar I may be undesirable since secondary interferences from surfaces such as

the laser face will be set up.

When the alignment is so poor that interference fringes develop, this indicates

that the path difference d. varies with position over the viewing screen. To in-

clude this situation in the analysis, let x and y be the coordinates of the view-

ing screen, and let the wave fronts of one beam be parallel to the viewing screen.

The wave fronts of the other beam are inclined an angle EI from the x-axis and

an angle 02 from the y-axis. Then for small angles the path difference may be

expressed as
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CD= c00+0IX + 0. (34)

To use the previously developed equations, (20) through (28), under thess new con-

ditions it is necessary merely to employ the new expression for d in Equation (34).

The magnitude of the Poynting vector, Equation (20), now varies with x and y

(mapping out the fringes), and account of this must be taken in the integration of

Equation (21).

SBoth theory and experiment show that the interferometer will operate satis-

factorily with fringes present as long as the pinhole diameter at the photomultiplier

entrance is considerably less than the fringe width. When d. is varied by trans-

lating the fixed mirror, the fringes will move across the screen. When the oper-

ating point is set coTectly, the pinhole will be halfway between the centers of a

bright and a dark fringe.

3.3.3 Choice of Pinhole Size

The limit on pinhole diameter mentioned above is not a stringent one, and

ihe question remains open as to what the best pinhole size should be. While the

pinhole plays an important part in attenuatir-a the light, there are other attenua-

tors in this system; so its size is not entirely determined by this function. As far as

discrimination against room illumination goes, the pinhole size is not the important

factor but rather the size of the expanded laser beam. The laser light intensity

should be large compared with room illumination at the photomultiplier entrance;

excessive beam expansion will militate against achievement of this condition. The

pinhole provides equal attenuation for both c "wients of the incident light. With
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regard to sensitivity of the setup to building vibrations, examination of the theory

failed to show any influence of pinhole size on this property.

Initially the equipment was operated with very small pinholes (about .2 mm

diameter). Tht wisdom of this choice seemed doubtful when careful inspection of

the expanded laser beam showed that it has a pronounceei microstructure of light

and dark spots. It was thought that less fluctuations might be observed if the pin-

hole were large enough to sample a substantial area of this microstructure; as a

result the very small pinholes were abandoned. Experiments in which almost the

whole laser beam was admitted to the photomultiplier did not show any dramatic

decrease in fluctuations, however.

When the exponded laser beam was scanned with a very small pinhole, its

intensity across the beam was found to be very nonuniform. Figure 6 below shows

how the photomultiplier current varied as the pinhole was moved a!ong a diameter

of the laser spot. In this experiment there were no interfering beams as only one

mirror of the interferometer was in use. The peaking of ir, ,nsity at the center

L
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may be partly due to the characteristics of the expander lens. However, experi-

ments with multiple lenses arranged to recollimate the beam did not result in any

marked improvement. While the waves emitted by the laser have plane wave

fronts of constant phase, they do not have the uniform intensity along these fronts

that is often considered to be a collateial property of plane waves.

Figure 6 shows the desirability of having the laser and photoniultiplier and

their accessories quite rigidly mounted even though they are not directly involved

in the setting up of interference paths. If the beam should warader apprecc *ly

over the pinhole, the output of the interferometer will fluctuate in accordance

with Figure 6. The pinhole diameter that was finally selected was 1.6 mm. The

portion of the laser beam utilized is still small but much larger than in the initial

setup. The attenuation that was lost in going to the larger pinhole was made up

by including two layers of fogged photographic film in the system.

3.4 A Control System for Stabilizir.9 the Operating Point

As shown in Figure 5, it is necessary to maintain the equilibrium value of the

path length difference d, constant in order to obtain an output from the inter-

ferometer that has minimal distortic- . The proper operating point for d. is shown

in this figure, and the analysis of Equation (28) confirms that d. should be main-

tained at a value which makes cos Kd. = 0. In practice, d. tends to drift badly

as building vibrations disturb the equipment.

In order to have precise control in setting do, the fixed mirror is mounted on

a piezoelectric transducer. Varying the d.c. voltage on this transducer will cause

translation of ihe mirror, thus varying the path length of the local oscillat,-r beam.
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When the path length drifts from its proper value, it can be reset by changing the

voltage on the transducer Readjustment appears necessary several times a minute

with the present installation; therefore, an automctic system is obviously desirable.

Besides co.xtributing to di ift, the building vibrations introduce much low-

frequency noise into the system. When conditions are poor, the noise components

can drive the homodyne detector all the way to saturation; that is, to the peaks

of the cosine curve of Figure 5. Even under favorable building conditions the

noise components will cause excursions over 40 percent Z•f the dynamic range of

the detector. The effects of this noise can not be eliminated simply by electrical

filtering of the interferometer output. The noise components intermodulate with

the signal, and the signal even after filtering has random fluctuations in ampli-

tude. It is thus apparent that a path-length control system should be designed to

eliminate not only quasi-static drift but also low-frequency noise fluctuations.

By using negative feedback from the output of the photomultiplier to the

transducer which controls the "fixed mirror," it is possible to keep this mirror

moving in such a way that it removes the fluctuations in path length (that is, in

d.) that tend to be introduced by building vibrations. Of course, this negative

feedback must be rendered ineffective at the higher frequencies at which mn-asure-

ments are to be made; the test transducer will also introduce fluctuations into the

interference path when it is driven, but theie constitute the desired signal. The

troublesome building vibrations lie below 100 Hz and the measurements on the

ceramic vibrators are plcnned to be made at frequencies above I kHz; therefore,

a decade of frequency is available for the trunsition from full control to no control. i
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3.4. 1 Description of System

Figure 7 shows the control system that is used. The photomultiplier tube,

which is a constant-current generator, feeds current ip, into the system at the

j left of the diagram. The current flows through a RC network where it develops a

voltage epu, which may be applied to an oscilloscope, and also supplies a signal

to a comparison bridge, which is used for precise measurements. The adjustable

condenser Cp ir this circuit is to provide some phase shift which was found to be

necessary for the bridge circuit, afid the .1 1pF condenser is to keep the d.c. out

of the bridge. The bridge circuit will be described in detail in a later section.

The current is delivered next to the input of +e control system.

A large bypass condenser (1 pF) is used at the input of the control system to

keep the voltage at this point. eE , a small fraction of the total mearired voltage,

e p,' at high frequencies. A d.c. reference current is supplied by the 1.5-volt

dry cel'. battery in series with the 6.8 Kf? and 2 KO resistors. When the photo-

multinlier current is equal to this reference current, the error voltaIe is zero and

+he control system is quiescent. The reference current is approximately .2 mA,

which is close to the maximum photomultiplier current that is recommended when

highly stable operation is desired. The detector operating point may be varied

somewhat by adjusting the 2 KII "heostat. The controlled operating point current

corresponds to the constant A in Figure 5. To set the operating point correctly a

vibration signal is supplied by 4•he test transducer- acid its level is raised until the

detector begins clipping. The refetencu current is then adjusted until symmetrical

clipping "s achieved.

The servo amplifie; is a Phillbrick Model UPA-2 operational d.c. amplifier.
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It works in conjunction with a Phillbrick Model R-IOOB power supply. The ampli-

fier operates with a local feedback loop formed by the elements Rf and Cf. Its

output voltage swings over a +1 15-volt rarge. The amplifier output is monitored

by a vacuum tube voltmeter and occasionally by an ovcilloscope. An RC filter,

which inchdes the mirror transducer as one of its components, is used in the out-

put ci.rc;,•t to attenuate high frequencies. The input admittance of this transducer

in the range of interest is that of a slightly lossy condenser. The 400-volt power

supply is placed in series with the amplifier and transducer. Its function is tc set

the operating point initially before the servo system takes control. The d.c.

voltage is readjusted occasionally as the system drifts to keep the averuge ampli-

fier output, as read on the VTVM, near zero.

When the photomultiplier current begins to differ appreciably from the refer-

ence current, the amplifier will deliver a voltage to the mirror transducer, which

will cause the mirror to move and change the path difference d. so as to bring

the detector back to its original operating point. Depending on the polarity of the

connections to the mirror transducer, the control system may be made to lock on

to either an operating point on the negative slope of the detector characteristic

curve or to an operating point on the positive slope of this curve; see Figure 5.

The latter is the one that is u.ed since nothing would be gained in having the

detector invert the .,base of the signal.

3.4.2 Design Objectives

The primary object of the control system is to reduce building vibration and

drift components of the detector's input to the point where they do not appreciably
)
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affect the signal component by intermodulation. From inspection of Figure 5, it

was judged that keeping fluctuations in the opero.sng-point current below 5 per-

cent of the total dynamic range of the detector would be sufficient. Equation (28)

can be used to obtain a rough quantitative check of this estimate. In this equa-

tion the constant A represents the desired value of the operating-point current;

the d.c. drift component is given by the second term:

Ia = B C&(Kc.)J(2.K,) ; (35)

and the fundamental component of current is given by the third term:

I,= 2.BAbv(K&) JSO(2K-f) *(36)

At the operating point cos(Kd,) = 0 and 1A = 0, but for 5 percent drift

cos Kdo = ±.05, ifsmall signal conditions are assumed; i.e., E, - 0. The cor-

responding value of sin Kdo is . 125 percent less than unity; hence, the funda-

mental component of current given by Equation (S6) is reduced . 125 percent due

to the drift of the detector. This amount of intermodulation is considered tolerable.

Besides reducing the fundamental componant of current the detector drift will

cause even harmonics (the 4th term in Equat;'-. (!.8)) to appear. This is rot a

serious effect, for odd harmonics are already present, and during precision meas-

urernents filtering will be used. Equation (35) shmws that large signais will reduce

the drift current rd!Itive to the value t*at it has in the absence of signal. T'e

maximum s.:gral that will be used in homodyne detection is t= = 926 X as ths

value makes J, (2KCb) maximum. The corresponding value of J.(2KE,) is .317;

therefore, Equation (35) shows that the reduction in drift current is 68 percent.
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C(aphical conideration support these conclusions; unsymmetriLGcI clipping caused

be drift will produce a d.c. component which opposes te otiginal drift current.

This drift current reduction is undesirable when the control system is operating,

for the drift current given by Equation (35) is the error signCl that actuates the

control system. If the drift current is controlled wit'in 5 percent when Z, = 0,

it will prob2bly be controlled only within 15 percent when t, = 926 X. Then the

amount the fundcmental component of current is reduced by the drift will rise

Sfom ..125 percent to I. I percent.

The control system must be designed to cause no appreciable motion of the

fixed mirror in the signal-frequency range; that ;s, above I kHz. The photomulti-

plier detector responds to the difference in motion of the two mirrors, and there is

no prrjctical way to determine and correct for motion of the "fixed mirror." Even

a small motion of the fixed mirror could cause an error when measuring the phase

of the test transducer, since the two mirrors might be vibrating in quadrature at

some frequencies. Another design objective is to keep e. << e PN in #he signal-

frequency range; see Figure 7. The voltage e. is a function of the feedback

current as well as the photomultiplier current and, hence, its phase may be quite

different from iF,,. The calibration procedure that is used will illuminate this

potential error, but operation will be more straightforward if the effect is small.

3.4.3 Mirror Transducer

Figu-e 8 shows a sketch of the transducer used to move the "fixed mirror."

The active el-ments are lead titanate zirconate disks manufactured by Clevite

Ccrporation. They are wired in parallel, and the resulting capacity is .0052 pF.
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The original Gaertner interferometer hod a very thick -irror inset in a metal mir-

ror mount. The space originally occupied by this mirror is now occupied by a

lead countermass, which helps to make the mounting plar~e a nodal plane. The

new mirror is positioned an inch forward of the old location ay the ceramic stack.

It is not necessary to use a thick mirror with the laser beam bacause bending dis-

tortions are not noticeable over the 2 mm region that is illuminate?.

The fundamental resonance of the mirror transducer (loncgitudinal mode) is at

49 kHz. Over the frequency range of use the displacement resporse of the trans-

ducer to constant voltage should be flat. The mounting system, however, is not

ideal and causes weak resonances at 170, 1630, and 2000 Hz. The response rise

at these resonances is only about 1 db, but the phase shift contributed by the

370 Hz resonance was noticeable when the Final adjustments on the control system

were made. The transducer calibration, with the resonant freo'jencies excepted,

was determined by the interferometer to be 28 1'volt. This agrees well with the

'-Olculated value using the published piezroelectric constant. Since the amplifies s

output range is ± 115 volts, the dynamic range of the control system is z3.'W A.

This is sufficient for all building disturbances that result from full daytime activity.

A previous transducer that gave one-third this dynamic range was considered not

fully satisfactory.

3.4.4 System Aralysis

A block diagram of the control system is shown in Figure 9. At the summing

point at the left the photomultiplier current is compared with the d.c. reference

current, which is set to the desired operating-point ýcrrent io, usually .2 mA.
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The resultina error current e, actuates the o- plifier system shown in;ue 7.
The amplifier output, after filtering, drives the mirror tra.-Mucer to prnduce a

ML• .. •mirror displacement f. . The transducer has a transmission constant K of

28 Zivolt. It has no appreciable inertia in the frequency range of interest. A

disturbance of thI) inte:ferometer path length is shown entering the system at

the summing point on tk- right of the diagram. If the motion of the driven mirror

tu is able to completely cancel out this disturbance, there will be 'o relative

displacement Er actuating the photomultiplier tube. But, of course, cancella-

tion is not complete and the resulting disturbance of the photumultiolier is fed

Lack to the amplifier, thus completing the loop.

Again constant K3 for the photomultiplier is defined for small signals:

K3 =1i/r. The small-signal approximation is justified throughout the frequency

range where the control system is effective since a small ii is an objective of the

control. In order to evaluate K3 the homodyne detection equation will again be

examir.ed. From Equations (25) and (26) the detector characteristic with the oper-

ating point properly set is seen to be

LPM = A +BAi [Klr C&4(W."'0) . (37)

The constant B may readily be determined by measuring the peak current at the

clipping point (J = 791 A), for at this point sin [2KEb cos (t +4)] = 1. It is

found that B = A = .2 mA. The equality of the coefficients A and B indicates

that the dividing plate was very accurately coated and that the two mirrors have

retained equal reflectivity. The equation for the error current magnitude is

*~ya A 2tO 4Aft(2XK~r)
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and for small signals

K3 = " ,. = (%X-eX2.K) 3.471' 1 Amp/A . (39)

The gain constant K3 depends on the setting of the loser intensity control, on

the voltage setting of the photomultiplier's power supply, and on the attenuation

of the pinhole and other elements in the optical path. It is also influenced by

any failure of the two laser beams to be exactly centered on the pinhole in accord-

ance with Figure 6. However, all these factors work together to determine

io =A = B, and all one has to do to maintain constant K is to see that io

always has the same value (normally .2 mA). In pcactice, the siight readjust-

ments that have to be made to restore i. to its chosen value are conveniently

done by varying the photcrmiltiplier's supply voltogst. A more subtle factor in-

fluencing K3 is intermodulation. As explained earlier, if a large high-frequency

signal is being meosured by the interferometer, it will reduce the error current be-

low that giver by 'zquation (38) and thereby effectively reduce K3 . However,

the initial gain of the system can be made high enough so that this gain reduction

is tolerable.

Two complementary closed-loop characteristics are of interest: the response

of the system to a disturbance

SI=.K= (40)
0I-KsH

and the disturbonce rejection function

KaH (41)
too I -K3V



Here H is the open-loop transfer function of the system

H (42)

The ideal behavior for Equation (41) would be for it to be unity in the control re-

gion (f < 100 Hz) and zero in the signal region (f > 1000 Hz). In the latter

region JN changes its role from a disturbance to a signal.

The transfer fun:tion H is partitioF,• into a number of factors:

K2 is the transmission constant of the mirror transducer and has ulready been

evaluated. The factor E/EM is the voltage transfer ratio of the RC filter, and

./it is the transfer impedance of the amplifier system. The optimization cf

these transfer functions was carried out experimentally by observing their effect on

the closed-loop characteristics, defined by Eq, ations (40) and (41). Although

design was done experimentally, analysis was carried out also to ensure that the

operation of the -ystern was properly understood.

As an aid to oilysis, the circuit diagram of Figure 7 has been redrawn in

Figure 10. The branch which supplies the reference current (consisting of R and

a battery) has been represented as a current source with shunt conductance by use

of Th~venin's theorem. The nodal equilibrium equation for the e. node is

Is +,Yf (EYsE o .O (44)

By useoftherelati, E = AE, nd rearra.ng.-nent of ternis, t•e transfer imped-

ance is obtained.:
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The manufacturer gives the following expression for the gain of the amplifier:

A -K , with K, ioA , T = 2J+ 63e. ) (46)

and it has been found to apply to the particular amplifier on hand. The amplifier

has a built-in -6 db/octave slope, starting at a frequency of .0066 Hz.

When Equation (40) is substituted into Equation (45), the result can be ex-

pressed as

Es.SS4 -b '.4 7)

where

The transfer impedance has two poles on the negative real axis. The general expres-

sik-ns for these poles in terms of the circuit parameters are quite complex. However,

by experim-,ntation values of certain parameters were fixed and the useful ranges

of variation of others were narrowed down. Mathematical approximations could

then be carried out, and the following approximate expressions for the poles were

obtained:

. _ K, K _K,, (49)
, +T, TTs

Increasing the feedback capaciy Cf will move the lower pole s. downward and

the upper pole sb upward in frequency. However, sb can be moved in the

:Ii 60, !I
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opposite d:rection by increasing the shuwt capacity C., thereby increasing T. .

Final choices of circuit pararmeters resulted in the following set:

K1 -- tO " 2.'• sec. (amplifier prope-ries)

Rs5  IoKJL , , Cs t IO st.

Rf 1 OMn- , m= .o00. 02 .oo taF .F

The feedback capacity of Cf, a plug-in unit, was kept variable. If the system

in some situations showed a tendency to oscillate, increasing Cf was the most

convenient cure for this trouble. Normally, Cf = .003 pF is a high enot-gh value

to ensure stability, and in the calculations which follow this value is used. The

poles, or break frequencies, of the transfer impedance are then at 5.35 Hz and

2000 Hz.

It did not appear possib!e to realize the objective of making the gain of the

system negigiboe OI Iiz &,yuI ua"!... the poles s. and sbeven if they

were moved to more favorable locations. Therefore, the RC filter was added at

the amplifier outpJt to introduce two more real-ax.is poles. The voltage transfer

ratio of this filter is

(50)

where
T, = R,C, T% R2.r- .

The poles are given by the expression

- j.I 'I soLT2.t )+ I (51)
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i 'where

These poles were moved around a great deal in an effort to optimize the closed-

loop response. At this point the seemingly insignificant minor resonance of the

mirror transducer at 370 Hz made its presence felt. The closed-loop pole had a

tendency to stick at 370 Hz rather than follow changes in the open-lolp po'es

thct should have moved it through this -egion. However, it was eventualiy de--

cided that at or slightly be.ow 370 Hz was an excellent !ocation for the closed-

loop pole. The final choices for the filter were:

-R I = OK.- C, - .o64 P'F ) , = G.c x-CF4 sec.

R.a. 22. .k C7-_, .OO0,9%F , T•-i. ,o- sec.

-e 'Z.13t fa- M 1540 H ..

By combining Equations (39), (43), (47), and (50) and inserting the various

numerical data given above, an expression for the complete open-circuit transfer

function is finally obtained:

I|1 (52)

(I+ "eo'S" +

Caiculations show that the gain I K3 HI falls to unity at 120 Hz; the-efore, one

may expect o resonant rise in the closed-loop response in this frequency region if

* the phase margin is low, as indeed it is. Other calculations from Equation (52)

will be presented in conjunctioi with the discussion of the experimental curves

below.
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3.4.5 Measured Characteristics

To measure the closed-loop characteristics one of the test transducers was

used as a source of mechanical signal.: The one actually selected was he 5-inch

barium titanate bar shown in Figure 24. The displacement response of such a bar

to constant-voltage drive is flat in the frequency range of present interest, excep.

for a few barely noticeable resonances due to the mounting system. These resonant

frequencies were known and were avoided in taking the data on the control system.

Figure I I shows the response of the mirror transducer when a constant-displace-

ment vibration signal is introduced into the interferometer path by the test trans-

ducer. The response actually measured was that of the voltage on the mirror

transducer EM; the calibration curve of the mirror transducer (which is essentially

flat) was then used to convert EM to t. . A General Radio Type 1900-A wave

analyzer was used to measure EM. The measured curve corresponds to the magni-

tude of the theoretical expression in Equation (41). Figure l I shows that the con-

trol system has the general features desired: Below 70 H: the mirror displacement

tM has a magnitude equal to that of the applied displacement tN (hence, the

two displacements cancel); above 1 kHz the mirror displacement is very small com-

pared with the applied displacement. In between these two frequency regions

overshoot occurs; the mirror displacement becomes considerably greater than the

applied displacement.

Figure 12 shows the relative response of the photomultiplier output current to

a constont-dispiace.'ment vibration signal. The mechanical signal was generated

in the some way as for the measurements given in Figurc 1 . The output current

was measured with the aid of a Pearson Electronics Model WBCT- 110 current
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transformer which linked the photomultiplier current at the point where it entered

the control systvm. The plotted response *s normalized with respect to the high-

frequency, flat pIrt.on of the curve. It corresponds to the magnitude of the theo-

retical expression 1/(| - K3 H) and thus is closely related to Equation (40).

Figure 12 is most useful for evaluating the system in the control region,

K3 Hi >> 1 , and Figure I1 is most useful for evaluating it in the signal tegion,

K3 HI << 1. For example, Figure 12 shows that at 20 Hz the r-sponse of the meas-

I& uring system to a disturbance is 28.5 db below what it would be in the absence of

the control system. The corresponding figure calculated from Equation (S2) is

29.2 db. A similr calculation indicates that at d.c. the response is down 40.9

dlb, but no corroborating measurement was attempted. The solid curve of Figure 1

shows, for example, that at 2 kHz the vibration of the mirror is 39.2 db below

the level of the vibration that one is trying to measure. The calculated valume from

Equation (52) is 37.5 db.

The dashed curves of Figures I 1 and 12 show the effects on the control system

of connecting the interferometer output to the bridge circuit that is used to obtain

precise measurements of the ampli.ude and phase of the signal. These results are

not unique but depend on the setting of the bridge decade boxes and its associated

phase shifter. The plotted curves show the worst case that was encountered in

using the equipment. The dashed cturves show not on;y the direct effect of can-

necting the bridge but also reflect the fact that the feedback capacity had to bee

increased from .003 piF to .004 pF to keep the system from oscillating. The rea-

son that these effects exist is evident from Figure 7. Connection of the bridge

circuit diverts part of the alternating :omponent of the photomultiplier current it
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away from its Frincipal path,which includes the input to the servo system. When

the bridge is balanced, the current it draws from the interferometer system becomes

negligible -t the signal frequency, but at other frequencies the bridge cor'tinues

to draw current which would Le delivered to the control system if the bridg' were

disconnected.

3.4.6 Input Impedance ct Signal Freqoencies

Another characteristic of the control system that is of some importcnce is its

input impedance at signal frequencies. Ideai~y this impedance should be low com-

pared with that of the photomultiplier's load circ'jit (about 1I KP.); in which case

«e << e. Some variations in e. might be expect,.d as the servo system is driven

toward; saturation by low-freq'jency vibrations, and one would like the-.e varictions

to be an insignificant component of the total voltage epu.

By use of Equation (44) and the relation E. = AEE an expression for the input

admittance is obtained:

Y.-4,A (53)

Substitution of Eqtation (46) into Equation (53) yields

-;= Y'S Y F + 3T, ÷

The first term is due to the passive compoonenis of the Input circuit while the second

term is the active-circuit admittance. For frequencies greater than 1 Hz,

isTlI >» 1, and for frequencies less than 10kHz, I Al >> 1. In between these

limits Equation (54) simplifies to
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in s f = G+ *- + KT,

sý. 6S + ..I _t.

The input admittance may be represented by the parallel RLC circuit shown in

Figure 13.

Cc It Re.ee~to of Tnnu Antac

Rs KK C

Figure 13

When the chosen values of the feedback elements (Gf = 10-7 mhos, Cf = .003 pf)

are employed, the active-circuit elenents are found to be: R. = 80.69, La = 2.4H.

The maximum value of the input impedance, which occurs at 103 Hz-, is 80.6fl.

The effect of the shunt capacity in reducing this impedance does not become

appreciable (-3 db) until the frequency reaches 2 kHz. The installation of the

shunt condenser CS was motivated initially by the fact that smaller values of Cf

were used, resulting in more objectionable values of R.. While its presence now

seem; less important, it still serves to stabilize the input impedance in the event

that amplifier overload occurs. The theoretical predictions were confirmed by

direct measurement of Ef. At 2 kHz, E P. was about .5 percent of E, , and it

dropped with increasing frequency.

Two ways in which ine control iystem and the signal-measuring system inter-

act have been noted above: (1) the voltage E., which is influenced by current
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feedlbock, is a component of the measured voltage EP.; (2) the signal-measuring

circuit diverts some of the error current fror. the control system. In principle,

these interactions might be avoided completely by rearranging the circuit. One

way would be to move the ground connection so that the control system would

operate on current returning from ground to the photomultiplier (i.e., operate *e

photomultiplier Eg volts above ground). This modification was tried but too much

hum was introduced into the control system. Another isolation method is to obtain

the signal output from a current transformer which links the photomultiplier current.

This wa- also tried, bul a high-gain amplifier had to be added to bring the signal

up to its former level, and it was felt that the possibility of phase shift and gain

fluctuction in the amplifier negated the advur.tage of avoiding the small inter-

action effects that occurred in the adopted setup.

3.4.7 Evaluati-in of the Control System

In comparing the performance obtained from the control system with the de-

sign objectives, it is concluded that sufficient control has been achieved to keep

intermodulation of the signal by building vibrations to a satisfactorily low level,

and that degeneration at signal frequencies has been kept low. With respect to

the latter iactor, the mirror motnon at I kHz has dropped only to 8.6 percent

of the signal amplitude, which is not very good; so the lower bound on signal fre-

quencies for accurate measurements has to be pushed up to 2 kHz (mirror motion

= 1. 1 percent of signal). The overshoot of the control system in the 200-400 Hz

range might appear to be very troublesome but it is not actuolly so. The filtering

action of the control system and the filtering act;on of the rubber-supported base-
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plate complement each other; spectral components of vibration which might excite

the control system resonance are blocked by the base plate.

To demonstrate that the control system resonance is not exc.ted significantly

rough spectral measurements were made of the vibration components in the photo-

multiplier current. The test transducer was undriven electrically during these

measurements, and tha interferometer was operating uncer the conditions of the

dashed curve of Figure 12. The results may be thought of as the product of this

response curve and the spectrum of building vibrations after base-plate filtering.

The measurements were made with the G.R. 1900-A wave analyzer set for 10 Hz

bandwidth. The meter speed was set on Slow below 150 Hz and on Medium above

150 Hz. Several runs were made during the daytime, and after averaging and

smoothing the results shown in Figure 14 were obtained. Although the control sys-

tem resonance does produce the expected boost in the spectrum, the contribution

of this portion to the total noise power is not very significant. The peak in the

70 Hz region is due to the fact that the suspension resonance of the test transducer

occurs at this frequency.

When the photomultiplier current was observed broadband cn an oscilloscope,

the peak fluctuations due to building vibrations covered about 10 percent of the

detector's dynamic range during noisy periods and fell as low as 3 percent during

quiet periods. Sinusoidal oscillations at 70 Hz were often observable, but the

major components appeared to be frequencies less than 20 Hz, which is the lower-

limit of the wave analyzer results, see Figure 14. It is concluded that during

quiet periods the desired objective of keeping fluctuations to no more than 5 per-

cent of the detector's dynamic range is achievable, and that the control system
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resonance is not an important factor in this regard. The latter result is fortunate

because to reduce the resonant rise significantly would require either sacrificing

low-frequency gain or allocating more of the frequency spectrum to the transitior

region between full control and no control.

3.5 Laser Amplitude Control

After the effects of building vibrations were iargely eliminated, as described

above, good oscillographic displays of the signal from the test transducer were

obtainable. Passing the photomultiplier output through a high-pass filter removed

the traces of building vibration that had survived the control system. However,

when precision measurements of the interferometer signal in a bridge circuit were

attempted, fluctuations were noticed which prevented achievement of a good null.

Theso fluctuations hod periods of the order of seconds, and hence were not due to

vibrations nor did they correlate with the drift which the path-length control sys-

tem was counteracting. Measurements of the direct laser beam, with no inter-

fering beam present, showed that the laser intensity fluctuated over about a 10-

percent range. Since in Equation (29) the coefficient B is proportional to the

light intensity, the homodyne detector output is amplitude-modulated by the laser

fluctuations as well as phase-modulated by the signal. To achieve an immunity to

amplitude modulation analogous to that enjoyed by FM radio receiver, it would

* be necessary to precede the photomultiplier detector with optical clippers or

limiters, but such optical devices are not commonly availab!e.

The laser fluctuation was not attributable to its power supply,which was very

well regulated. A long warm-up time helped somewhat but the fluctuations usucily
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remained in excess of 5 percent. From other laser users it was learmed that this

behavior was normal. Since prospects for effecting any basic improvement in the

laser did not appear promising, it was decided to use negative feedback to try to

alleviate this condition.

The Perkin-Elmer Model 5203 power supply used with the laser has provisions

for amplitude modulation of the light beam. The specifications state that up to

50 percent modulation is possible from 100 Hz to 10kHz. For present purposes,

however, quasi-static modulation was desired. The reason for the 100 Hz lower

limit was found to be the presence of a small transformer in the modulation signal

channel. The transformer could not be bypasse, I ecause its function is to transfer

the modulating signal from ground level to a control circuit that is at a potential

of 3000 volts with respect to ground. It was decided to use an a.c. control signal

that would be traismitted by the transformer, but then to modify the power supply

by inserting a rectifier and filter on the high-potential side of the transformer.

Figure 15 shows the circuit used to provide negative feedback from the laser's

output to the regulating circuit of its power supply. Its general mode of operation

is as follows. A silicon photodiode monitors the l-.ser light, and the voltage

generated by the photodiode is compared with a reference voltage derived from a

battery. Subtraction of these two Ai.c. sources results in a small d.c. control sig--

nal. This small signal is chopped to form a 60 Hz square wave, which is amplified

by a.c. amplifiers and transmitted to the modulation te;rninals of the laser power

supply. In the power supply the 60 Hz control signai posses through the isolation

trantsformer, is rectified and filtered, and then is introducee into the regulating

circuit which controls the laser current.
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Increasing the amplitude of the .'O Hz square wave control signa! will drive

the laser current downward, thus decreasing the light intensity. The system is ad-

justed so that the photodiode voltage i; always greater than the reference voltage

subtracted from it. A sponioneot.s increase in light intensity will, therefore, in-

crease the magritude of the contiol signal and corrective action (decrease of loser

cur.ent) will ensue. A decrease in light intensity likewise will initiate appropri-

ate correctve action, but if the Fhotodiode voltage should drop to the point where

it is smaller than the reference voltage, then the feedback will change from nego-

tive to positive (the control signal will increase if the photodiode voltage continues

to fall). In other words, this feedback system is incapable of sensing a change of

sign of the error signal. 0c. er than locking the loser output to some predeter-

mined reference value, the feedback system acts merely to reduce the magnitude

of the fluctuations,and the error sig."al never reaches or passes through zero.

The setup fot monitoring the intensity of the laser beam is shown in Figure 16.

The Gaertner interferometer carriage Sas a compensator plate mounted on it in

addition to the dividing p!ate. The compensator plate was required when an inco-

herent light source was used, but normally it would serve no purpose in loser inter-

ferometry. However, in the present setup, it conveniently furnishes a light sigo ,i

for the photodiode monitor. The compensator plate has no ref!ective cc.ating like

the divider plate but it nonetheless produces a strong reflection. Actually both

plates produce three clearly seen reflected beams as shown in Figure 16; the

strongest beam "n eoch case is utilized.

The photodiode is a Texas Instruments SIV-71 12 silicon diode of ihe gener-

ating type (no bias required). It is a flat plate with approximate dimensions
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1-1/2 x 2 cm. The diode is mounted at the end of a cylindrical enclosure, and

the other end of the. enclosure has a 2-mm-diameter hole to admit the laser beam.

The beam is passed through a red filter, used to discriminate against room illumi-

nation, and through expander lenses to distribute it over an appreciable portion of

the diode plate. The output of this detector is . 18 volt when receiving the laser

beam and is negligible when receiving only ambient light. The voltage generated

by the photodiode drops rapidly when a load is applied.: as a result the 10 pF

storage condenser shown in Figure 15 was added to hold the voltage up across the

top of the square wave. The 100 K17 resistor across the amplifier input was needed

to reduce switching spikes.

The three amplifiers give a total voltage gain of 104; the lost one is a power

amplifier since it must work into a load of a few hundred ohms. In the laser power

supply the 5econdary of the transformer T201 was originally connected directly

across the resistor R307, which is a component of the transistor regulating circuit.

The modifications that were necessary are shown in Figure 15.

This feedback control system is a nonlinear one because of the presence of

the rectifiers that are required to demodulate the 60 Hz square wave. If the con-

trol signal approache:. zero, the effectiveness of the control greatly diminishes.

The system is therefore adjusted so that it always operated with a control signal of

at least 2 volts peak at the output of the amplifier chain.

The fluctuations in the laser intensity, measured in terms of photomultiplier

output current, could be kept down to 1 percent by use of the feedback system.

Further improvement appears not easily achievable. If the amplifier gain is in-

creased, instabiliiies occur, evidenced by sudden extinguishment of the laser.
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The present system was developed empiricaily with no knowledge of the internal

characteristics of the loser. Further stabilization of the laser's output would re-

quire a more fundamental study of the problem.

The laser-intensity-stabilization system cooperates with the control system

for stabilizing the detector-operating point, described in the previous section,

and imrproves its performance. The latter system react to laser fluctuations by

changing the path-length difference d. so as to keep the operating current i

constant. It thus translates amplitude fluctuations into phase fluctuations. While

this effect is not large, its reduction by the stabilization of the laser output is a

desirable improvement.

3.6 Performance of the Interferometer

The various refinements described above were aimed rmnly at optimizing the

system for operation in the quasi-linear range of the homodyne detector; that is,

for vibration amplitudes up to 791 A. Amplitude measurement within 2 percent

accuracy is possible down to about 10 X. Phase and wave form information is also

easily obtainable in this range with phase accuracies better than one degree under

favorable conditions. For measurements below 10 X, steps to minimize the elec-

tronic noise of the laser and phtomultiplier must- -e taken, but such low-level

measurements were not required for this project.

When the vibration amplitude exceeds 791 A, the measurement procedures

change considerably. Use nf the control system for stabilizing the interference-

path length often remains advantageous, but the system has rnerc difficulty in main-

taining control at high levels. Amplitude and phase measurements up to about
0

15,000 A may be made.
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SENSORS USING OPTICAL-FiBER BUNDLES
Io

For measurements above 791 A, in instrument with a linear response is needed

to complement the interferometer, which has a grossly nonlinear relation between

input and output in this high amplitude range. The interferometer remains the

primary standard, giving amplitudes in terms of the wavelength o.1 light, but the

secondar/ instrument is useful for giving a measurable signal which has te wave

form of the original vibration.

4.1 The Fotonic Sensor

An instrument called the Fotonic Sensor, manufactured by Mechanical Tech-

nology, Inc., was selected for the role of secondary instrument. The mode of

opera',on of this instrument is s.nwn in Figure 17. Two bundles of optical fibers

are used, one to transmit light to the vibrating surface and the other to return , -

flected light i, a photodetector. In this method the reflecting area ;s not nade

optically flat as it is for the interferometer, but high reflectivity is desirable. A

piece of aluminum foil cemented to the ceramic vibrator is very satisfactory.

The radiation from the ends of the optical fibers is incoherent, and the light

spreads with distance in a roughly conical pattern, as indicated in Figure 17b.

The spatial response of the receiving fibers is restricted to a more or less conica!

region with the same angular pattern as for the transmitting beam by virtue of the
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reciprocity principle. The overlap area of the transmitting and receiving patterns

on the reflecting surface varies with its distance from the fiber ends. With the

reflecting surface in contact with the fiber bundles, there is nio coupling between

the transmitting and receiving channels, but as the reflector is moved away the

transmitted light is returned to the receiving channel in increasing amounts until

finally a saturation effect is apparent. The operating characteristic is shown in

Figure |7c. A large linear region of operation is available, and for vibration

measurements the separation of the optical pro: from the reflector is set to a

distance corresponding roughly to the center of this linear region. In some of the

probes manufactured by Mechanical Technology the fibers of the transmitting and

receiving bundles are intermixed at the probe end. The operating characteristic

then has the same general shape but has greater sensitivity, i.e., greater slope.

The ease with which vibrations may be measured by the Fotonic Sensor appears

outstanding after the difficulties of interferometry have been experienced. Very

little trouble from building vibrations is encountered when the apparatus is mounted

on the I inch steel worktable. But this is not really remarkable in view of the

much lower sensitivity of the Fotonic Sensor; the important feature is the absence

of intermodulation. Any building vibrations that do appear in the output may be

filtered ouJt with the signal being unaffected. The deperdence of the sensitivity

of this instrument on the reflectivity of the vibrating surface detracts from its

versatility but is not of importance in this project where aluminum foil is always

used.

The major deficiency of the Fotonic Sensor was found to be its high noise

leve, with the noise being broadband electronic noise. The Model KD-45 Fotonic
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Sensor, which has a passband of 0 to 100 kHz and is equipped with the most sen-

sitive type of probe, was used in this project. When a 791 A signal was observed

in the broadband noise, the signal-to-noise ratio was only about 2: 1. Narrowing

the passband cleaned up the wave form greatly, and by use of a wave analyzer the

amplitude of the signal could be measured accurately. The contaminating noise

was an obstacle to the accurate measurement of phase, however.

4.2 Attempts to Improve Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The question now come up: Is the noise level of the Fotonic Sensor already

irreducibly low, or might it be lowered by the use of more expensive components?

The commercial instrument uses a Texas Instruments LS-403 photodiode for the light

detector. It was decided to investigate the potential of other photodetectors in*

this applicatiorn. A spare optical-fiber probe assembly was available. The trans-

mitting fibers were illuminated by a G. E. 253X lamp, which has a built-in colli-

mating lens. It was necessary to use well regulated d.c. on the filament of this

lamp for any modulation of the current appeared also in the light output. A Texas

Instruments SIV-7103 silicon photodiode was tried as the detector for the light re-

turned by the receiving fibers. This generating diode is basically of the same type

as is used in the laser output moritor, except that it has a much smaller area. A

transistor amplifier that had been developed at the Underwater Sound Laboratory

for use with these photodiodes was employed in the detection circuit.

While initial results with the new detector looked encouraging, the apparent

improvement in signal-to-noise ratio was really only a narrowing of the bandwidth.

The original Fotonic Sensor was just about as good when its bandwidth was "ade
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the same. Next, the light from the receiving fibers was delivered to the photo-

multiplier tJbe. Again there was no real improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.

To see if the no*.se originated in the tungsten light source, this source was removed,

and the laser beam was directed onto the end of the transmitting bundle of fibers.

Once n-yre no improvement was effected.

The experiments with the photomultiplier confirmed an important fact that was

also evidenced in the experiments with the other detectors: the noise is not present

in the dark current. The RCA Phototube Manual'26 ) makes clear what the root of

the present problem is. When cdetection of modulated light in the presence of

strong background illumination is attempted, the signal-to-noise ratio is poor be-

cause the background light causes much photolh*ctric emission noise. The modu-

lation of the light beam of the Fotonic Sensor is no more than a few percent for the

range of vibration amplitudes encountered in this project. The strong light carrier

causes many electrons to be emitted which carry no signal information. But the

random emission of all these electrons contributes noise to the outpat of the detector.

It appears, therefore, that the poor signal-to-noise ratio of the Fotonic Sensor

for small vibrations is inherenit in its probe characteristics (which result in a low

modulation index for small signals) and in the basic physics of the photoelectric

process. The search for improvements in this -.easurement method was therefore

concluded. Future work might more profitably be spent in the improvrement of

capacitive probe instruments.
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ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTATION

5.1 Generation of High A.C. Voltage

In high-power transducer applications, a. c. driving fields up to 4 KV/cm

irms are in use. Such high fields may be applied only intermittently to the ceramic

if severe heating is to be avoided, but many applications require only intetmittent

driving. The maximum thickness between electrodes of available ceramics is

about 3/4 inch, since the poling process has not worked very successfully for

thicker pieces. If the maximum field is to be applied to the ceramics of maximum

thickness, a power supply that will produce about 8 KV rim is required.

The primary power supply for this project is a 200-watt McIntosh Model

MI-200 AB audio amplifier. Since only a few watts are actually dissipated in the

ceramic transdv-ers, it might seem that there is ample reserve to take care of

losses in the impedance matching networks. Such is nor the case, however, and

only about half of the voltage objective mentioned above wma achieved. The

ava'lable voltage, however, is enough to drive the ceramics into their interesting

high-dissipation region of operation.

The audio frequency signal which drives the amplifier is obtained from a

H.P. 200 CD oscillator, or the G.R. 1900 A wave analyzer operating in the

Tracking Generator mode. For some high-fieid measurements the input is chopped

into low duty-cycle pulse trains by an electronic pulser and gate circuit. This
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equipment was built at the Underwater Sound Laboratory for long-pulse applica-

tions, and for present measurements it was usually set to produce pulses . 1 second

long at a repetition rate of I per second. The heating of the ceramic is then only

one-tenth of what it would be for continuous excitation, while the pulse length

is long enough to achieve steady-state vibrations in the ceramics and to permit

oscillographic observaiions.

To Atep up the voltage from the 200 -watt cmplifier a high-voltage tran3-

fcrmer is needed. The best that could be found was a UTC Varimatch modulation

transformer Model CVM-4. Its maximum turns ratio is 7.3. A transformer with

4 times this turns ratio was built at the Underwater Sound Laboratory, but the

distributed capacity and resistance of the large secondary winding were so great

as to negate the advantage of the higher turns ratio.

Reactance cancellation is necessary before large voltages can be achieved.

The ceramic transducers act as capacitive loads in their stiffness-controlled fre-

quency range, which is the range of present interest. Also, ine transformer con-

tributes o great deal of capacity. The inductors required to tune out this combined

capacity are not readily obtained in the required high-voltage rating. A 5000-

volt decade inductor covering tha range .01 - . I Henries was built at the Under-

wotei Sound Laboratory. More inductance would be desirabie, but the feasibility

of obtaining it is questionable. The cores and windings must be large in order to

handle the voltage and reactive power. Hence, the distributed capaciy and loss

resistance can become excessive when one tries to attain the higher values of

inductance.

Only two sizes of ceramic samples were used in this investigation, and the
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matching circuits which were devised for these ceramics are shown in Finure 18.

Figure 18a shows the circuit for the 5-.nch bars, which were to be driven at

about 3 kHz. Using the maximum turns ratio that the UTC transformer could pro-

vide proved to give the best results in this case. Insufficient inductance was

available to tune out the capacity on the high-voltage side, but reactaice can-

cellation in the primnry circuit was so:tisfactory. A maximum voltage of 4500 V

rms on the sample was achieved. The voltage is meas-ored with a H.P. 400 D

VTVM operating in conjunction with a H.P. 11039 A capacitive voltage divider.

Figure 18b shows the circuit for the 3/4-inch bars, which were to be driven at

about 8.7 kHz. In this case tuning the secondary was much better than tuning

the primary even though considerable capacity (.002 pF) had to be added to the

secondary to achieve resonrnce with the inductance that was available. The

maximum voltage obtainable was 3400 V rms. At the relatively high frequency

used in this circuit the Q of the system was only about 7.

5.2 Measurement of Amplitude and Phase

Equations (I 1)k (12), and (13) define three phosor ratios whose magnitudes

and phases are to be Pevsured. Two of these ratios, E/E and t/Q, contain

the mechanical variable t, but t will be converted to an elecrrical variable

by one of the displacement sensors described in previous sections, namely, the

interferometer or the Fotonic Sensor; Assuming that the sensors are calibrated, the

problem that remains is to measure the amplitude and phase of the sensor's output

with respect to the driving voltage xr charge. An auxiliary problem is measuring

the amplitude and phase of the transducer's current with respect to the driving
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voltage. The amplitude measurements are easily carried out but the phase meas-

urements are difficult when the haase angles are of the order of I degree as they

are in these ceramic transducer experiments.

Although many phase meters are now available commercially, those that

could be obtained for this project did not appear to have the necessary accuracy,

especially when the signals were contaminated with noise and were at greatly

different levels in the two input channels. It was decided to use comparison

methods and to rely on high-accuracy RC networks to produce the known phase

shifts. Two methods of comparison were found useful: (1) the null method in

which both the amplitude and phase of the signal to be measured were balanced

against those of the signal from the standard RC network, and (2) the Lissajous

pattern method in which just the phase of the signal to be measured was balanced

against that of the signal from the standard RC network.

5.2.1 Driving-Point impedance Bridge

General Radio decade resistance boxes and decade condensers were employed

as the precision elements in the standard RC network. The simplest of the compari-

son setups is the bridge used to measure the input impedance of the transducer as

defined by Equation (13). The circuit of this bridge is shown in Figure 19. The

main consideration determining the choice of the circuit is the voltage limit of

the precision circuit elements. The potential of the lower half of the bridge with

respect to ground must not exceed 500 volts, while the input voltage to the bridge

may be 5000 volts or more. Actually, it is possible to keep the voltage across

the lower arms below 50 volts and still have ample sensitivity. This safety factor,
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plus the fact that the a.c. power supply has high internal impedance, ensures the

safety of the precision circuit elements when arc-avers between the ceramic elec-

trodes occur.

T', ,rhieve the desired low potentials the capacities of the lower arms must

be about 100 times greater than the c.pacities of the correspond;ng upper arms.

The chosen bridge circuit requires only one high-voltage circuit element: the

condenser C ." Glass-sealed vacuum condensers are ideal for this element, and

the 100 pF unit that is used is of this typc,. An 8000-volt 1000 pF mica con-

denser is also installed and may be connected into the circuit in place of the

100 pF vacuum condenser. The best convergence towards a balance is achieved

by adjusting Rd to balance the dissipation factor and adjusting Cc to balance

the capacity of the ceramic. Occasionally the resistance Rd is placed in series

with Cc, but the parallel connection is generally preferred.

The G.R. 1900 A wave analyzer is used as a bridge detector. When the

current through the ceramic becomes distorted at high driving fields, sharp

balances are still obtainabie with the aid of the wave analyzer. The impedance

which the bridge measures is defined as the ratio of the applied voltage (which is

sinusoidal) to the fundamental component of the current. At the highest driving

levels used, the distortion of the current wave observed on an oscilloscope is

barely noticeable; so the fundamental component differs but little frcm the total

current.

For bridge measurements the wave analyzer is used in its Trnicking Generator

mode. It then supplies a signal which is used to drive the 200-watt am,lifie,-,

and the analyzer never drifts out of tune with the signal. The output of the
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4 analyzer in this mode isoa 100 kHz signal whose amplitude is proportional to that

of the fundamental corr4)onent of the input signal. For CW measurements the out-

put meter on the wave analyzer is used as the bridge indicator, while for pulse

measurements the 100 kHz output signal is observed on an oscilloscope. Three

choices of bandwidth (3, 10, 50 Hz) are available in the analyzer, and the

10 Hz bandwidth is a good match for the .1 second pulses that are normally

used.

5.2.2 Transfer Parameter Bridges

In measuring the electromechanical transfer parameters, the same null bal-

ancing procedures as are used in the driving-point impedance bridge are employed.

Figure 20o shows the circuit used in the measurement of t/E. The signal from

the interferometer or the Fotonic Sensor is balanced against a signal from a preci-

siot. voltage divider and phase shifter. This circuit is formed from the same com-

ponents as ore used in the bridge circuit -n Figure 19. The elements R,, Cc

in the low-voltage branch, however, can provide only phase lead. To provide

phase lag a resistance Ra is inserted in the high-voltage branch. This resistor is

composed of a number of 1/2-watt metal-film resistors wires in series. A set of

these plug-in units was made up and their resistances were determined by meas-

urement in a G.R. 1650 A bridge. A resistor from this set is selected which gives

more lag than is needed; the excess lag is then balanced out by adjustment of the

decade box R, . When a null balance is achieved, this circuit determines the

magnitude and phase relations between the voltage output of "'.z displacement

sensor, E, and the voltage applied to the ceramic EN.
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Figure 20b shows the circuit used for measurement of E/Q. When Rc

4 •the voltage developed across Cc is Q/Cc, if the bridge is balanced so that no

current flows into the bridge transformer. Thus, a signal representative of the

ceamic charge Q is achievable, but this signal must be phase-shifted to produce

a balance. The decade resistor Rc will provide phase lead. To provide phase

lag a different approach from that used in Figure 20a must be devised. While in-

sertion of a series resistance in the high-voltage branch produces a phase shift

with respect to the applied voltage, it does not produce any phase shift with re-

spect to the current or chargewhich is the variable of present interest. The sim-

plest solution to the problem of providing phase lag appeared to be to introduce

it into the channel which carries the signal E. from the displacement sensor. It

is for this purpose that the condenser C was installed in the output circuit of

the interferometer, as shown in Figure 7. The calibration procedure for the sen-

sor must, of course, include a determination of the phase shift intentionally added

to its charnel.

The two circuits of Figure 20 enable acurate measurements to be mcde of

the outputs of the displacement sensors. The next problem to consider is the

transfer characteristics of the sensors themselves. For the role of absolute stand-

ard, the Fotonic Sensor is considerably less promising than the interferometer; so

the Fotonic Sensor is used for relative measurements only. It is useful for observ-

ing the change of phase and magnitude of the ceramic's transfer parame ers as the

driving voltage is raised, but the absolute values of these parameters will be

determined by the interferometer. The interferometer gives amplitudes directly

in terms of the wavelength of light; so there is no problem as far as the magnitude
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of its transfer characteristic is concerned. The one problem that does remc, i is

the determination of the phase shift between the mechanical displacement E

measured by the interferometer and its electrical signal ES, which is delivered

to the comparison circuits of Figure 20.

5.2.3 Phase Calibration of the Interferometer

To use the .nterferometer for the absolute measurement of mechanical phase

angles it is necessary to assume that no phase shift exists between the displace-

ment signal and the photomultiplier current. This assumption appears well justi-

fled. The pulse rise time of the photomultiplier is 3 x 10.9 seconds, and the

transit time is less than 10" seconds.( 26) The latter figure indicates that the

phas. shift should be less than .36 degree at 10 kHz. When measuiements on

the photomultiplier current are attempted, shunt capacities are introduced which

cause phase shifts, but these effects may be corrected. In the circuits of Figure

20 these shunt capacities comprise the capacity of the cable going from the

photomultiplier to the bridge transformer (180 pF) and the shunt capacity of the

transformer input (40 pF). At balance the cw rrent through the transformer primary

approaches zero, but current continues to flow into the transformer's capacity to

ground.

Figure 2!a shows the calibration circuit for determining the phase error

caused by the measurement circuitry. The principle of operation is the substitu-

tion of a current derived from the high-voltage power supply for the photomulti-

plier current. The photomultiplier remains connected into the circuit, but its

light signal is blocked off during calibration. If the series resistor which draws
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the calibration current from the high-voltage supply is large enough, the current

will be in .,hase with the supply voktage E IN . The null balancing procedure is

carried out and the values of Cc and Rc at balance give ene phase shift ec

that exists in the measuring circuit. This value is subtracted from the phase angles

measured by the circuits of Figure 20 in order to arrive at the true electromechani-

cal phase angles OE and 9 o. Since this calibration procedure must be carried

out in any case, no real loss is suffered in introducing additional phase shift by

means of the condenser C. in order to facilitate balancing of the circuits of

Figure 20 when phase lag is required.

The validity of the calibration method depends on the excellence of the re-

sistor •used to produce the calibration current. If appreciable shunt capacity is

associated with this resistor, the calibration current will not be in phuse with

Eim as required. With this limitation in mind the value of the .ca!'brution r-.sistor

was chosen to be 150 KUZ, whereas if the capacity problem did not exist a higher

value of resistance would be desirable. The resistor is a 6-inch string of five

30.1 Kil, 1/2-watt metal-film resistors. A shunt capacity of 3 pF across each

resistor of this string would cause .1 degree phase shift at 10 kHz, but the esti-

mated shunt capacity is much less than this value. The resister string is suspended

well away from other conductors to avoid mutual capacity effects. Both estimates

and r".,asurements of the mutual capacities indicate that they are negligible.

The impedance to ground of the .ede Into which the calibration, resistor in-

jects current is about 1 IK1. The 150 KO calibration resistor is, therefore, not

large enough to form a constant-current source when it is connected to the supply

voltage. it should form such a source if it is to be a proper substitute for the4
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photomultiplier, but as explahied above, use of a much greater value of resistance

would invite trouble from stray capacities.

A subterfuge can be used to get the same results with the 150 KQ calibration

resistor as would be obtc.ined if this resistor were mode nearly infinite. The pro-

cedure is to have the 150 KII resistor shunting the phr,, 'nultiplier during normal

measurements and to shift it into its series position (cor:rected to the supply volt-

age) during the calibration process. Figure 22 shows the right-hand portion of the

Sbrnsforer aer C se lm,

12.kL2 .2.L l5O Kf' IO

FIGURE 27-%
Caot1dtr1ion Circuli oafter T'livernn -Tranrsforma~tion

circuit in Figure 21c in the calibrate mode, after the source of calibration current

has been represented in parallel form, rather than its actual series form, byThevenin's

theorem. An ideal current source now appears in the diagram; this source is a

proper substitute for the photomultiplier, which is a current source. The ideal

current scurce is, of course, shunted by the 150 KU calibration resistance. When

the ideal current source Is deactivated (t'- ,eturn to the measurement mode) the

150 shunt resistance should remain in the circuit if the calibration, which is based

on the assumpt;on of an ideal current source, is to remain valid. This requirement

is satisfied by reploa.ing the conceptual 150 KfI shunt by a physical one when the
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equipment is ustd for mensurements. What has been accomplished by this proce-

dure may be summarized by saying that the 150 S(f shunt resistor produces a slight

phase shift which compensotes for the slight phase error that occurs in the calibra-

tion process as a result of the soorce resistance being noninfinite.

5.2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Null Methods

The null methods described above have the advantage that all filtering is

done after the two signals have beer, combined in the comparison circuit and,

therefore, the phase shift of the filter is irrelewcnt. A disadvantage is that to

measure phase accurately the amplitude of the inknown signal must be balanced

to a much finer degree than would be required merely to measure the amplitude

itself wi.•h satisfactory accuracy. For example, if the phase error is to be kept

down to . I degree, the balance must be perfected until the bridge output is less

than .2 percent of the signal amplitude being measured. The interferometer sig-

nal, however, fluctuates about 1 percent, even with the laser intensity control

system in oe'ration; therefore, a steady balance this good is not achievable. The

signal frorm, the Fotonic Sensor passes through an amplifier with a gain of 100 or

1000 before it is presented to the bridge, and the fluctuations in gain of this com-

bined system are also noticeable at balance. Because of these difficulties it is

necessary to be content with a running balance in the transfer parameter bridge.

As the signal drifts through the balance range, the phase shift is adjusted with

the resistor Rc until a deep null is obtained momentarily during the drift cycle.

5.2.5 Phase Balancing by Lissajous Patterns

Instead of balancing amplitude and phase simultaneously as described above,
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-" • phase only may be balanced by use of Lissajous pattern displays on an oscilioscope.

The output from the displacement sensor is applied to the vertical channel of the

scope, the signal from the standard phase shifter is applied to the horizontal chan-

nel, and the phase shifter is adjusted until the pattern indicates zero phase differ-

ence. Figure 21b shows tl-e circuit used with the interferometer for measuring the

phase angle between the driving voltage and the mechanical displacement. The

phase shift network is similar to the networks used in the previous circuits except

that a resistor Rd has been inserted in order to provide phase lag.

For !moll signals the Lissajous pattern is the convertional ellipse, and zero

phase is indicated when the ellipse has been closed into a straight line, For

large signals the signal from the interferometer would trace out the cosine curve

of Figure 5 if it were plotted against a linear time base. But the actual time base

is a sinusoidal signal obtained from the phase shift network, and the resulting

display is a distorted Lissajous pattern as shown in Figure 23a. The homodyne

(o.. pho.se difference (b) no phase difference

F IGURE 213

Osci 110scope Patterns Obi-mined with the Circuit of FiSure 21 b

detector acts like a crude frequency multiplier tor large signals. When the me-

chanical signal E is in phase with the time base signal, the oscillograph pattern

retraces itself over the cycle and a single line is obtained as shown in Figure 23b.
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To measure 00 rather than OE, the consenser C. is removed from the circuit

and the ceramic sample put in its place.

The equations for the phase shiftei ued in the circuit of Figure 21 b are

IE - I, R WRJ?.•,.,JL
Lo-F cC 4c (56)

and

I

W RdC t (57)
i+ CA-(i

The condenser Cd is kept large enough(e.g., Cd > .01 pF at 3kHz)that the I Mil

input resistance of the scope does not cause any appreciable phase shift. The

resistor Rd is a measured, metal-film resistor employed as a plug-in unit. The

phase shift of the scope and associated circuitry must be rmeasured and used to

correct the phase angles given by Equations (56) and (57), before the true phase

angles 0 E and 0. may be found. The procedure used for phase calibration is

the same as that used with the transfer bridge and discussed in connection with

Figure 21a; that is, a calibration current drawn directly from the high-voltage

supply is substituted for the photomultiplier current, and the phase shifter is ad-

justed until the ellipse closes into a straight line.

For large signals the output of the photomultiplier contains multiple frequen-

cies, and any phase shift in this channel will cause changes in the wave form
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unless the phase shift is equivalent to a time delay (phase shift proportional to

frequency). When such wave form changes do occur, it is no longer possible to

obtain complete retracement of the oscillograph figure as shown in Figure 23b.

A.l phase shifting is, therefore, done in the horizontal scope channel where the

signal is a pure sinusoid for E/E measurements. For J/Q measurements the

situation is less ideal. The charge wave form is slightly distorted at high levels,

and the oscillograph curves always contain regions where they are double-valued.

The phase shifter is then adjusted so that retracernent occurs over the central por-

tion of the figure. To keep the phase shift of the photomultiplier signal low, the

resistance in its output circuit is reduced to 1 Kfl. The loss of signal voltoge

thus incurred can be compensated by increasing the gain setting of the oscilloscope.

The method of measuring phase described above contains a weak link in its

logical chain. The ph.use calibration is done only with the fundamental compo-

nent of the signal, since there is no practical way of reproducing the distorted

interferometer output wave form in the substituted calibration signal. For large

signals the photomultiplier output is composed predominantly of frequency compo-

nents higher than the fundamental. Even fihough there is no noticeable phase

distortion in the complex signal, the possibility remains that the complex wave

may have undergone a phase shift different from that determined by the calibra-

tion procedure at the fundamental frequency. The calibration procedure, of

course, can be carried out at higher frequencies also, and the results indicate

that the differentic! phase shift between the two channels of the H.P. 130 A

oscilloscope stays in the range 0- 2 degrees. In other applications the method
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of phase measurement described above might be quite adequate, but for this project

its adequacy is doubtful.

5.2.6 Relative Phase Measurements with Fotonic Sensor

Since the output of the Fotonic Sensor is essentially undistorted, the diffi-

culties described above do not apply to it. However, the phase shift through this

instrument is unknown; therefore, it is useful only for relative measurements. The

Lissajous pattern of the Fotonic Sensor's output is an ellipse, but it is so contami-

nated with noise that detection of a few degrees of phase shift is not possible.

However, passing its si.ra! thr.,ugh the G.R. 1900 A wave analyzer removes the

noise. For this applicction the wave analyzer is operated in its Normal mode; it

then provides a filtered output signal, but no longer serves as a signal generator

as it does in the Tracking Generator Mode. The H.P. 200 CD oscillator is now

usea to drive the 200-watt amplifier. The phase shift of the wave analyzer varies

rapidly through its pass band, and by careful tuning the phase shift may be ad-

justed so that the ellipse on the scope is closed into a line.

Figure 21c shows the circuit used for the measurement of relative phase. The

output from the Fotonic Sensor is amplified by a factor of 100 and then delivered

to the wave analyzer, which, in turn, supplies the filtered signal to the vertical

channe; of the scope. The phase shift network, which can produce only phase

lead, is set initially to provide a few degrees phase shift. Then, the tuning of

the wave analyzer is varied slightly to close the ellipse. Next, the voltage on

the ceranic is raised, and i; the ellipse opens up ii indicates that the phase angle

OE changes with increasing electric field. The ellipse is reclosed by adjusting
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Rc and from We change in R€ the phase change (which may be positive or nego-

tive) is computed using the equation given in Figure 20. To observe changes in

O the procedure is the same except that the condenser C. is replaced by the

ceramic sample.

This method of measuring phase changes appears quite sound in principle; the

problem is to be able to close the ellipse accurately enough that the residual phase

shift will be less than I percent. It is best to start with the ellipse covering at

least half of the oscilloscope screen. The ceramic voltage may then be increased

by a factor of 2 or 3; the ends of the ellipse will be driven off the screen, but

phase nulling is carried out very successfully with the portion that remains visible.

To practice thiT procedure and to make sure that over-driving the scope screen

does not cause error, a check circuit is used as shown in Figure 21c. In this case

the input to the wave analyzer is taken from the H.P. voltage divider instead of

from the Fotonic Sensor. Raising the voltage by a factor of 3 then causes no

opening of the loop, and this result supports the validity of the method.

The evaluation of the different methods of measuring phase will be discussed

further in the final section giving the results of the measurements on the ceramics.
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Vl
MOUNTING SYSTEM FOR THE CERAMIC BARS

The ceramic bars that are us'o.d as test transducer, must be mounted .n such a

way that they can be accurately positioned with respect to the light beam of the

interferometer or with respect to the probe of the Fotonic Snsor. These require-

ments suggest that the bars be rather firmly held by the support structure, but on

the other hand the mounting must be so flexible that the structure does not absorb

appreciable vibrational power nor affect the vibrational modes of the bars. A

mounting system which appeared to be a reasonable compromise between these

conflicting requirements is illustrated in Figures 24 and 25.

Thin leaf springs, which respond in their bending mode when the bar is vi-

brating, are used to position the bar above a steel carriage. The steel carriage

;s supported at three points by thumbscrews which bear on the steel base plate

of the worktable. By adjusting these thumbscrews the position and vertical tilt of

the mirror attached to the ceramic bar is contro!;ed. The long bars require at

least two leaf springs for stability; otherwise their rocking motion would be

excessive. However, for the 3/4-inch ceramic bar shown in Figure 25b, a single

spring was sufficient.

6. 1 Stabilizing the Bar Agai1 st Building Vibrations

The 5-inch ceramic bars, such as the one shown in Figure 24, have two
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.007-inch-thick phosphor bronze springs attached I inch from the bar ends. These

two springs control the rocking motion adequately but they allow excessive axial

motion of the bar in response to building vibrations. Consequently, a third spring

is attached at the center of the bar, which substantially increases the stiffness to

axial motion. The center of the bar is the best place to attach mounting structure

because it contains a nodal plane for the desired longitudinal vibrations. That is,

when the bar is driven electrically, it is a balanced vibrator; the two ends have

equal but opposite velocities and the cent er has zero axial velocity. When the

bar responds to low---4 equency room vibrations, on the other hand, it moves as a

rigid body and the center has the same velocity as the ends. The central spring,

therefore, inhibits the response to room vibrations, but it is not coupled to the

axial motion of the piezoelectric vibrations.

Advantage oF the central no,ýe is a•Lo taken to introduce some damping into

the suspension system. The central spring is m=de of 1/16-inch cellulose acetate,

which is a muci more lossy material thari the phosphor bronze used for the other

springs. The objective of measuring cernmic properties would be best served by

use of a low--loss mounting system, since coupling of exttrnal dissipation into the

vibrating system tends tf faisify the results for the ceramics. But interferometry is

difficult unless the natural vibrations of the support system excited by room vibra-

tions are damped. Using the central spring to introduce dissipation causes minimal

damping of the piezoelectric vibrations, yet the damping is fully effective against

the rigid-body motions. It would be false to claim, however, that the central

spring is totally uncoupled to the piezoelectric vibrations. While the axial motion

is zero at the center during piezoelectric vibrations, the transverse motion is
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uniform along the length of the bar. An ei'c'-electroded round bar, for example,

has a transverse strain S1 = S 2 = d 1ý,3 , accordinli ro Equatioc. (1), and the

transverse displacement is this strain multiplied by the bar radius. This radial

moticn excites the springs into longitudinai vibrations.

The principal motion oi the springs is a bending motion with the longitudinal

motion mentioned above being a minor effect. The spring motion will, therefore,

be considered from the point of view of beam bending theory. The bases of the

leaf springs are ceiie•ted to formica cross members on the vibrator carriages. ,This

construction provides clamped-end bouidary conditions (the slope of the spring Ct

the end is constant during the vibration cycle). The upper ends of the springs are

cemented to the bars, but here a butt-joint type of construction is used. An

epoxy adhesive Armstrong A-2 is used for all these joints. The butt joints on the

bars were expected to approximate clamped-end boundary conditions for the

springs, but the epoxy cement is not stiff enough for this condition to be realized.

The calculated rigid-body resonance of the 5-inch ceramic bar with two phosphor

bronze springs, for exampie, is 36 Hz if the butt joints are assumed to provide

clamped-end boundary conditions and 6.4 Hz if they are assumed to provide hinge

joints. The measured resonance was i3 Hz. When the plastic spring was added

at the center, the resonance went up to 65 Hz.

The suspension resonance, with the plastic spring installed, has a Q about

10. As indicated in Figure 14, this resonance no longer contributes an excessive

disturbance. It vrould be inadvisable to use any less spring stiffness, even with

damping, for two reasons: (1) the resonant frequency should be kept high enough

that the base-plate attenuation is effective in reducing the excitation of the
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resonance; cnd (2) the response to Iow-frequet cy building vibrations is inversely

proportional to the stiffness, and it is these frequencies (below 20 Hz) that cause

the most disturbance.

6.2 Behavior at Frequencies L.ked for Measurements

In the frequor cy range above 1 kHz, where the measurements on the ceramics

will be made, the springs have a series of bending mode resonances. The me-

chanical impedance that the springs offer to the tangential motion of 9_i:e ceramic

surface to which they are bonded is c, interest. The general form of the imped-

ance function is shown in Figure 26. The impedance functions of flexing beams

zM V
-o:777• 7777%

FIGURE tG

D1rvina-PoinT ImpecZa-rice of a. FlexinS Be-.a

with different boundary conditions and different degrees of damoing have been

computed by Snewdon. (27) However, the boundary conditions and dan,;'ng zon-

triouted by the cement joints are r.ot known accurately for the springs used here;

so. the comrutecd data can not be put to much use. Trouble is to be expected at

* the antireson-Mnt frequencies, wlcre the supports have their maximum impedances,

c nd a search for rnhse effects ca.i be carried out experimentall.
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A 5-inch barium titanate bar has its lowest resonance at 18 kHz when un-

mounted. Any perturbations of its driving point or transfer impedances below this

(requency mcy be attributed to the influence of the mounting system. A very

sensitive method for detecting these perturbations is to examine the electrome-

chanical phase angle eE using the interferometer and a Lisscjous pattern display,

while the frequency is swept through the contemplated operated range. This is

done at low-signal levels with no phase 3hift intr duced; so the normal Lissajous

pattern is a closed ellipse. To remove the slight jitter caused by the building

vibrations that survive the action of the control system, the interferometer signal

is passed through a Krohn-Hite filter set for a lower cutoff frequency of 100 Hz.

Pie phase shift )f the filter is insignificant for frequencies aboe 1 kHz.

For the 5-inch barium titanate bar the ellipse opened up noticeably at the

following frequencies: 1257, 1467, 1565, 1768, 4018, 4389,4786, 6548 Hertz.

The indicated phase shift was only -, few degrees in most cases and the amplitude

pertLubations were scarcely measurable. The assumption is made that if these

criticzal frequencies are ovoided when measurements are made, valid data on the

ceramic properties will be obtained. The only direct support for this assumption

comes from the measurements of the electrical input imped&nce Z iN • This im-

pedance may be measured for a free bar (that is, a bar suspended on the fine

wires that are used for the electrical connections), as well as for the mounted

bar. No significant differences were found in the input impedance of a bar before

and after mour-Ing when measutements were made at frequencies other than the

critical frequencies mentioned above.
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VII

MEASURED CERAMIC PROPERTIES

7.1 5-inch Barium Titanate Bar

Measurements were made on a 5-inch barium titanate bar manufactured by

Clevite Corporation from their Ceramic-B material. The bar is 5/8-inch wide by

1/2-inch thick, and the voltage is applied across the V/2-inchdimension. The

mounting of this bar is shown in Figure 24. A frequency of 3400 Hz was used for

the measurements, and there v : no secondary resonances due to the mounting

observable in the vicinity of this frequency.

The variations of the electrical dissipation factor tan 68N and the permittiv-

ity E 3 with driving field are shown in Figure 27. These measurements were

made with the circuit of Figure 19, and for voltages above 1000 V rms pulsing

wcs employed. At the highest voltage used. (3200 V rms) a half minute of steady

driving would cause very noticeable heating, and the ceramic properties would

change excessively. The behavior of the dissipation factor is in accordance with

published data.(s) The permittivity increases considerably at high driving fields.

Although polarization saturation eventually would set inat the maximum field

used in practice the polarization is still increasing faster then the field.

The relation between the a.c. strain and the drilving field is shown in Figure

28a. These data are derived from measurements of the magnitude of the transfer

ratio f/E ; the strain equals the displacement divided by half the bar length.
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All points on this curve (which covers the displacement range 791 -14,600 A

were obtained directly by the interferometer. Displacement measurements were

made at both the zeros of J1 (2KZ1) and the zeros of J0 (2Kk 1). As mentioned in

Section 3.2, the zeros of J, (2KE1 ) are ound by observing the output cf a wave

analyzer tuned to the fundamental frequency and recording the driving voltages

at which the output approaches zero.

Although the zeros of J I(2KE1) could be found even without the control

system for stabilizing the operating point turned on, better results were obtained

with the control system in operation. There were certain critical ampliludes at

which this system tended to lose control. When this happens theamplifier saturates,

and severol minutes must elapse before it recovers and can be made to re-establish

control. This trouble can be eliminated by reducing the gain of the amplifier;

so for these measurements the feedback resistance Rf , shown in Figure 7, is

reduced from 10 MR to 4 MR. The criticcl amplitudes which disturb the control

system were found to serve a useful purpose, for they correspond to the zeros of

J0(2KE I) and, therefore, enable these calibration points to be recorded. The

effect of interest can be observed witl ut actually throwing the system out of

control by looking at the servo amplifier output e0 on cn oscilloscope. Normally

the building vibrations ore prominently seen in this output. But when the signal

amplitude goes through a point where J0 2KE) = C, the building vibrations sud-

denly disappear from the oscilloscope trace. The signal itself is nct seen on the

oscilloscope because it is outside the possband of the servo system.

The control system behavior described above is in accordance with Equat!.-

(35) and the ensuing discussion in Section 3.4.2. When JD (2Kf)) - 0, the error
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signal which actuates the servo system is reduced to zero. The nulling of the

vibration noise is very sharp, an,: this method is fully as satisfactory as the method

which utilizes the zeros of J1 (2K0 1) observed on a wave analyzer.

Figure 28a shows that the strain is a linear function of the electric field up

to about 2KV/cm. From the slope of this curve the d 31 piezoelectric coeffici-

ent may be determined, and its value is 55 x 10-12 coulombs/Newton. This

figure compares favorably with the nominal published value of 56 x 1012 coulombs/

Newton. Above 2 KV/cm the transfer parameter It/E ! (a, piezoelectric

parameter d31) increases about 5 percent. This is a very moderate change in

view of the 60 percent increase in permittivity in this range of field as shown in

Figure 27. The strain remains an almost-linear function of field at high driving

levels, but it would bhow a pronounced saturation effect if it were plotted against

electric displacement or polarization. The 931 piezoelectric coefficient, which

is the ratio of strain to electric displacement, evidently decreases about 55 per-

cent as the field is raised to the maximum value attained here.

The transfer phase angles 0E and 0. are shown in Figure 228b for different

values of driving field. The interferometer was used to measure absolute pham

for the first point on each curve (at 100 V/cm), as described in Sections 5.2.2

and 5.2.3. Phase changes with respect to this datum were found by use of the

Fotonic Sensor. Using the Lissajous pattern method with this instrument, os

described in Section 5.2.6, the relative phases of both OE and e. were meas-

ured. The results satisfy fairly well the requirement, given by Equation (13), that

00 - OE = 81N . The transfer parameter bridge was also used with the iotonic

Sensor to measure changes in 0e" These values are in agreement %.4th those
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obtaired by the Lissajous pattern method. The bridge balance was rather broad

because of noise and fluctuations from the Fotonic Sensor, but results were repeat-

able within 10 percent. Repeatability was not this good when attempts were

"made -o measure 00 on the transfer Farameter bridge. Perhaps the distorto,3n in

the charge wave form is responsible for the furtl.er deterioration of a method

which is marginal at best. The measurements using Lissajous patterns with the

interferometer, described in Section 5.2.5, gave results that were out of line

Z with those obtained by the other methods. Furthermore, .he interferometer results

did not satisfy the requirement that - = . Since this rethod is vulner-

cboe 'o phase errors in the oscilloscope, it was decided to discard it for this

project.

The small negative phase angles at low driving levels indicate, that the strain

lags both the electric field and the polarization for small signal conditions. As

the driving level is ratsed, the strain (or displacement) begins to lead the polari-

zation. This Jfect is perhaps surprising, but may seem less so if one recalls that

the strain oAserved l-ere is a transverse effect; that is, the measured strain is at

right angles to the applied electric field. The results indicate that when the

voltage across the bar thickness increases, causing the bar to expand its thickness,

the cross-contraction reaches its maximum before the polarization is fully devel-

oped. In. other words, the first effect ,.f the domain motion is the cross-contraction;

then slight further domain rearrangement takes place (without causing any more

cross-contraction) before the polarizatior :,-aches its n._ximnum.
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7.2 5-inch Lead Titanate Zirconate Bars

A number of bars with airmensions 1/2" x 1/2" x 5" was obtained from

Channel Industries. The material is a lead titanate 4 irconate composition (PZT)

with properties similar to Clevite's PZT-4 ceramic. The electrodes are on the

sides; so the voltage is applied across the half-inch thickness dimension, as was

the case for the barium titanate bar described above. The standard law-level

measurements on the set of bars showed them to be virtuoll `dcnticct! in properties.

One bar was mounted in the some way as the barium titanate bar shown in

Figure 24. A second br had 17-inch pyrex glass roxls cemented to each end to

act as quarter-wave high-impedance terminations. This composite vibrator is

similar to the one shown in Figure 25 except that it is on a larger scal,-. A plas-

tic spring is attached to the center of the ceramic bar, and two .01-inch-thick

steel springs spaced 10 inches apart are attached symmetrically to the glass rods.

The resonant frequency of this suspension system is 45 Hz. A small mirror (. 1

square, .05" thick) is cemented to the ceramic, perpendicular to its surface.

The mirror is located at one end of the ceramic section, adjacent to the joint.

Square glass rods to match the ceramic cross-section were difficult to procure; so

1/2-inch-diameter round rods are used instead. The joints are made with Arm-

strong A-2 epoxy adhesive and they are about .003-inch thick. Glass is chosen

instead of metal for the stubs in order to avoid shorting out the electrodes on the

ceramic section; a second reason is that the very :ow thermal expansion coefficient

of PZT is less mismatched when glass is used.

The me.asurement program for the unloaded bar is essentially the same as for

the barium titanate bar as described in the previous section. The operating
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frequency is 3085 Hz in the present case, because this frequency corresponds to

the quarter-wave frequency of the glass rerls. The measurements on the bar with

the quarter-wave stubs are confined to a determination of its electrical input im-

pedance. While the electrical measurements ore being made, the motion of the

mirror on the ceramic adjacent to the joint is monitored with the interferometer.

The effectiveness of the blocking provided by the quarter-wave stubs was

determined as follows. At a frequency of 1000 Hz the composite vibrator was

driven until the mirror motion reached 926 X. The drivirig voltage was then

95 V rms, which is the same voltage as is required to drive the unloaded bar to

this amplitude. The photomultiplier output read on the wave analyzer was 1.23

V rms. Next the frequency was raised to 3085 Hz, where the motion drop.ped to

its minimum value, and the composite vibrator was again driven with 95 V rms.

The output of the wave analyzer was now 3.3 mV. By use of Equation (31), In

which voltage may be substituted for current, the peak amplitude was computed

to be 1.6 X. The quarter-wave stubs thus reduce the motion by a factor of 580

from the motion exist~ng under stiffness-controlled conditions. This seems like an

impressive degree of blocking.

When the composite vibrator was driven at volfages up to 4000 V r.-s, the

mirror motion increased roughly in proportion to $he voltage. It was surpr;:ingly

easy to maintain the minimum-velocity condition. The wave analyzer, acting as

a signa! generator, was suFziently stable for this task, and the quarter-wave

frequency of the glass rods did not change with driving level. The PZT ceramic

had much less tendency to heat up than the barium titanate, and such heat as was

generated was not transmitted very significantly to the glass rods.
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The results of the electrical input impedance measurements are shown in

F;gure 29. The superiority of PZT over barium titanate for high-power transducers

is plainly eviueat from the plots of tan 6 1N and eJ . The dissipation factor and

change of permittivity at high driving fields are much lower for the PZT. Accord-

ing to standard piezoelectric •heory, the blocked permittivity is related to the

free permittivity by the equation

IC(8 =)

where k3, is the electromechaniccl coup!ing factor. From the permittivity

curves of Figure 29 the coup;ing factor may be computed and the results are given

in Table 1. The low-level value agrees with the value obtained by conventional

TABLE I

HIGH-FIELD DATA ON THE 5-INCH PZT BAR

3eN 6M iNI sE
(KV/cm) (radians) (radians) (Newt./volt) (m /Newt.)

.080 .30 .027 .057 .18 19 x 10"12

.79 .31 .019 .052 .219 18x 10'

2.35 .34 -. 014 .031 .25 15x 10"12

SI -12

2.75 .36 -. 019 .030 .29 13 x 10

3.15 .37 -. 019 037 .32 13 x 10-12

II
eiectricaJ measurements, and at high field; the coupling factor increases. Since

most ospects of transducer performa-nce imp-ove with an increase in c"oupling factor,

the high-field behavior of this factor is grutifying. But, of course, caution must

'21 "
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be exercised in extending any conclusions reached frcm small-signal studies to

the large-signal case.

Figure 30o shows the relation between the a.c. strai-n and the driving field.

Values of displacement up to 31,900 X were measured successfully with the in-

terferometer. Above this amplitude, identifying the order ef the zeros of

J0 (2K~1) and J1 (2KE1) becane difficult. The calibration points were crowded

on the voltmeter scale, and the ceramic would get warmn if time was spent in

careful adjustment of the voltage so as to avoid skipping any calil ration points.

The last part of the curve i: an extrapolation based on Fotonic Sensor measure-

ments using the circuit of Figure 20a. The strain curve is similar to that for the

barium titanate bar, although the slope of the straight-line portion (i.e., the

d 31 coefficient) is almost three times greater. The decrease in the g 3, coeffi-

cient at maximum field is approximately 15 percent, or about ice-third the

decrease found for barium titanate.

Figure 30b shows the variation of the transfer phase angles E and go

with driving field. The first point on each curve was measured with the inter-

ferometer, and the relative phase changes with respect to these initial points

were measured with the Fotonic Sensor operating in the transfer bridge setup. As

always with this arrangement, the bridge balances were rather brood. Attempts

to confirm the bridge measurements with Lissajous patterns (using the circuit of

Figure 21c) were made. No phase change in OQ with driving field could be seen,

but this is to be expected since the changes shown by the bridge method are so

small. The Ia%, of OE was definitely observed to increase with increasing field,

and wnile the precision of this measurement was poor, the magnitude of the phase
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change was ;n rough agreement with the bridge results. It is concluded that the

behavior of the PZT bar is qualitatively the same as that of the barium titanate

bar, even though the effects are much less pronounced at the highest fields that

could be appli-' tvith the pre-Ant apparatus.

Enough measurements were .mde on these PZT bars to enable all the elec-

tromechanical circui4 parameters, or all the applicable piezoelectric parameters,

to be calculated. The reliability of the results. will have to be carefully evaluated,

but one can proceed with the calculations and judge their validity later. As

indicated ira Equation (15), the first step is to perform a phasor subtraction of the

blocked admittance from the input admit-ance to obtain the motional admittance.

The motional admittar.ce is the electrical equivalent of the mechanical admit-

tance, except for modifications introduced by the transforrmation ratio N as u

result of its nonideal bsehavior. When the motional admittance data and t/E

transfer ratio data are combined in Equation (16), the parameter N is found.

Then the mechanical impedance is obtained from Equation (17).

The essential results of these calculations are given in Table 1. The me-

chanical impedance is represented by the mechanical loss angle 6M (defined in

Figure 2) and the compliance constant s f,. From these parameters the actual

components of the mechanic-0I inpedance, as used in Equation (17), con readily

be computed but they are general!y less meaningful than the parameters in the

table. The physical realizability conditions (8) and (10) are satisfied with ample

margin by the data contained in Table 1 and Figure 29; so the validity of the data

can not be questioned on thermodynamic grounds. The data for the magnitudes

INI and sr- should be highly reliable, and they' reveal very pronounce4
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depe-idence of these parameters upon the dr;,ving feld strength.

The results for the angles 8N and 6M must be treated with some stspir-on

unt: ; such time as independent measurements of these parameters are carried out

and reported. In ;pite of the fact that the blocking action of the quarter-wave

bars is deemred highiy successful, one must sti!l be concerned abou;t the residual

motion of the ends of the bar when considering energy dissipat'on. It is conceiv-

able that enough energy is dissipated in the thin cement iyern by this residual

mot;on to in°'.alidate the assumption that tan %b, as given in Figure 29, is a

measure of the energy dissipated in the ceramic bar. If the angle 8 b is error-eous,

then the computed angles 0N and 6M will also be erroneous.

The only information in Table 1 that is considered su--picious on its face

value is the positive sign associated with ON for the |0O-,volt cnd 1000-volt

driving levels. When ON is positive, the fori.e exerted by t:he blocked trans-

ducer on the bocking clamps will lead the applied voltage. In considering the

re- inse of the ferroelectric domains to an electric field it is d'fficult to discover

any mechanisms that might cause the force to lead the eiectric field. If the

parameters of the circuit of Figure 3 are calculated from the data of Table 1 and

Figure 29, the resistance R A will be negative when ON is positive. This fact

is interesting but not prejudicial, since the other resistance in the circuit will

dissipate more energy than is generated by R,, under ali conditions of operation.ki Numerical values for the circuit elements of Figure 3 would be usefu! in specific

applications but they are not of enough general interest to be presented here.

1.
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7.3 3/4-inch Lead Titanate Zirconate Bars

All the results given above are for bars in which the electric field is perpen-

dicular to the measured motion. To obtain some information on ceramic behavior

when the field ;s parallel to the motion, 3/4-inch bars with axial polarization

were procured. These were obtained from Clevite Corporation in their PZT-4

composition. They cre round bars, 3/8 inch in diameter, arn the electrodes are

on the ends. Low-level measurements showed all samples to be virtually identical.

One bar was mounted on a single rellulose acetate spring; it is shown .n

Figure 25b. A second bar, shown in Figure 25a, hod 6-inch pyrex glass rods

cemented to each end so that it could be used for blocked-ceramic experiments.

To make electrical connections to the silver electrodes it was necessary to insert

a layer of .003-ir'ch-thick expanded-metad screen Irn each joint. The motion of

the end of the ceramic section, measured with the aid of a small mirror cemented

on the side, was minimum at 8660 Hz. At this frequency the displacemeni was

down by a factor of 110 from the value observed at 3000 Hz with the same

driving voltage app!ied.

The measurements program carried out on these bars was essentially the same

as that described in the previous sections for the other ceramic bars. It was not

possible to generate electric fie~ds as high as for the other samples, however.

The electrical i.nput ".mpedance dcto are given in Figure 31. 7he change of. per-

mittivity with driving field for the free bar is about the same as for the Channel

Industries material, but the dissipation factor tan 6,& runs higher. The dissipa-

tion factor of the bar with tho quarter-wave stubs is so high that it suggests that

cement losses oae playing a dominant role. The electromechanical coupling
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fact or k33 starts at .56 and rises to .58 at 1.8 KV/cm.

The relation between strain and driving field is shown in Figure 32a. The

d 33 coefficient increases at high field strengths, in a similar manner to the d 31

coefficient observed with the previous samples. The reliative increase in d33 just

about equals the relative increase in the permittivity EJ. Consequently, the

g33 coefficient is substantially independent of driving field up to the highest

point reached in this investigation, and this behavior contrasts with that of

which decreases at high field strengths.

The transfer phase angles eE and 0. are shown in Figure 32b. The inter-

ferometer was used to obtain the initial points, and the rest of the curves were

measured with the Fotonic Sensor and transfer bridge. Lissajous patterns with the

Fotonic Sensor were confirmatory; that is, no phase change in 0. with increasing

field could be detected, while a defirtite increase in lag for eE was seen, and

the magnitude of the change was in rough agreement with the transfer bridge

results.

The 3/4-inch unloaded bar was useful for checking the phase lag that is

consistently found for both 9 E and 00 by the interferemeter at low-signal levels.

The interferometer and transfer bridge setup (Figures 20a and 21a) gave the follow-

ing results: at 8.7 kHz eE = .015 radian; at 3 kHz OE = .015 radian; at 1 kHz

OF = .020 radian. If the reported lag of 0 E at low levels were not a real effect

but were actually due to transit time or undetermined capacities in the photo-

multiplier, the phase lag would be expected to increase with frequency. But no

such increase was found.

If the complete set of data on the 3/4-inch bars is processed as was done in
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the previous section in an attempt to find ON and 8 Mi it is "mmediately found

that the motional conductance is negative when the subtraction indicated in

Equation (15) is carried out. Even so, physical realizability conditions ore not

violated. But the calculations result in large angles (0N = .05 radian, 6 = .07

radian) even at low driving levels. Since the blocking effect achieved with the

composite vibrator incorporating the 3/4-inch bar is relatively poor, discarding

these phase angle results is undoubtedly just'fied. The poorer performance of

this composite vibrator relative to the one described in the previous section is

probably attributable to the thicker joints (incorporating metal screen) and to the

higher frequency.

Determination of the changes in magnitude of INI and CE from the experi-

mental data is probably valid even though the phase angle results are not. The

results indicate that Cf is substantially independent of field, while INI goes

from .093 to .097 Newton/volt as the field is raised from .2 to 1.8 KV/cm.

7.4 Discusion of Results

The barium titanate bar showed the most intereting results. Its high-field

effects are large enough that they are measurable with fairly good accuracy. On

the othe, hand, heat generation in this ceramic is a severe problem and can easily

lead to inconsistencies in the results, which are all intended to apply at a common

temperature. Heating is avoided by the use of short pulses, but when the s;gnal -to-

noise ratio is low pulse methcds may lead to loss of accuracy. Measurements on

an axially poled barium titanate bar would be valuable to complement the results

obtained here on the bar with transverse polarization. Barium titanate samples
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similar to the 3/4-inch PZT bars cculd not be obtained from the manufacturers,
"ri however.

For all of the ceramics the displacement •, or strain, lagged the driving

field to an increasing degree as the field strength was increased. The phase rela-

tions of the ;train with respect to the polarization were more diverse. For the

barium titanate bar with transverse field the strain took on a leading phase angle

with respect to the polarization at high driving !evels, but this did not happen

with the other samples. There was a trend for 00 to increase with driving field

for both PZT samples, but the accuracy of these results is not high. A leading

phase ang!e for 9O seems more reasonnble for bars with transverse electric field

(where this effect was found in the case of barium titanate) than it would for bars

with axial field.

The fact that OE and 00 had lagging phase angles that were larger than

the input loss angles 8,. at low driving levels was ur~expected. For example,

in the barium titanate bar the initial values of these angles were: e. = -. 03

tadian, 6 1N = .007 radian. The difficulties of measuring these small angles are

so formidable that one may be tempted to attach no significance to these small

values. However these results were obtained consistently, and no sources of a

systematic error could be uncovered.

Besides. being unexpected, the initial lag angles of 0E have distur'Agng im-

plications with respect to 0 .. In Table 1, eN is shown with a positive phase

angle for low fields. This effect might be caused, in part, by deficiencies in the

measurement of the blocked loss angle %j , but it is also influenced by the phase

Z angles of eE. For example, if the initial phase angle of eE were taken to be
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zero rother than its reported value of .03, calculation of 0N would then yield

j negrntive phase angle for thi- low-field cases in Table 1.

The reason that positive phase angles for 0 N are considered disturbing is be-

cause it is difficult to devise an explanation in terms, of ferrohlectric domain

behavior for the blocked force leading the applied field. If one looks for a

source of phase lead outside of the ceramic, one sees that a series condenser

would produce this effect (,as long as 8 b 1 0). Such a series condenser would

exist if the electrodes were separated from the cercmic by a slight gap. However,

no reasonable gcp would produce a phase shift of the order of .03 radian. Gaps

also exist at the grain boundaries inside the ceramic. It does not seem li<eiy that

their cumulative effect wou!d produce a significant phase shift, but this matter

deserves further study.

The measurement of magnitudes, such as It/E I, CIN. and INI, are more

reliable than the measurement of phase and loss angles. For the bar with trans-

verse field the measurements show that the displacement of the free bar is more

nearly proportional to the electric fie!d than it 's to the polarization. On the

other hand, the blocked force is more nearly propoi. onal to the pclarization than

ro the electric field. The latter conclusion follows from an examination of the

vaiues of INI in Table 1. These conclusions do not appear to apply to the bar

with ax;ll field, although this bar could not be driven with high enough fields to

show very pronounced nonlinear effecis.
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VIII

CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions resulting from this investigation are listed below.

The loser interferometer for measuring vibration; can be considerably improved

by the addition of e!ectronic control systems to stabilize the path length of the

interfering beam and to stabilize the intensity oi -- 'aser's output. Phase meus-

urements as well as amplitude measurements may be made in the small-signal,

quasi-linear range of this instrument. Phase measurements can also be made in

the large-signal, nonlinear rangq.-, but an oscilloscope with exceptional phase

accuracy would be required if the phase of the vibration is to be measured within

an accuracy of 1 degree.

The Fotonic Sensor manufoctur-d by Mechanical Technology Inc. is very use-

fhl for measuring vibration amplitudes above 1000 A, but is oi marginal value for

the measurement of phase at low vibration amplitudes. The high electronic noise

level of this instrument is inherent in its principle of operation: and the prospects

of effecting any major improvements are not bright.

The electromechanical transfer rotios relating displacement to voltage or dis-

placement to charge can be measured with the instrumentation developed under

this project. Bt41 amplitude and phase of these ratios may be measured for piezo-

electric ceramic vibrators in the audio frequency range. Attainment zt phase

accuracies of better than I degree is possible only under favorable circumstances,
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and further improvement of this instrumjntation is desirable.

The problem of applying knowi mechanical load impedances to transducers is

still far from solved. An important step in this direction was taken with the

quarter-wave stub approach used in this investigation. Blocking the transducer to

the extent that the velocity was reduced by o factor of 500 was achieved. Some

question remains as to whether the dissipation in the cement joints is a significant

factor.

There is no simple one-to-one correspondence between the polarization and

the piezoelectric strain in ceramics. When the driving field is transverse to the

measured motion, the strain leads the polarization in barium titanate. The mag-

nitude of the strain in this transverse field case is more nearly proportional to the

electric field than to the polarization.

The nonlinearity of the piezoelectric ceramics is very not*;eable in the way

all parameters vary bot1-. in phase and magnitude with driving level. Wave-form

distortion, however, is quite small. The validity of superposition in the design

of high-power transducers is questionable. A great deal of work, both theoretic il

arid experimental, remains to be done on nonlinear phenomena in piezoelectricity

before the design of high-p wer transducers will be thoroughly understood.
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11S ASSTRACT

TO. object ofdis investigauion is to develop m-ethodi lot precise measuremnents of velocity or displacement
(iucluding their phase angles as well as rheir magnitudes) and to aPPly these methods to extend the knowledge
of the dissipative paramneters of piezoelectric ceramics.

Laser intetferognetry is a very promaisinig new ethctod for measuiring small vibrations. in this method the
motion of a $wall mirror mattaced to !lie vibrating body phase-modulates the light beam, and the ' ught beam
Is subsequently demodiulated by a photomultiplier tube. An electronic control system was developed -o stabilize
the interferometer against low-frequewscy building vibrations. in this system the mirror of the interferometer
that is normally fixed is mounted on a smki'l pieznelectric transducer. This transducer is driven by a servo am-
plifies in such a manner that it keeps tI~e path length of the interfering beams constant at low frequencies.
Bluilding vioratioas thus ate canceled out, but the control system becomes inoperative above 1 kliz and, hence,
does not interfere with the mneasurement of the desired vibration tLignals, which are In this upper frequency range.
Another feedback control system wis develope-i to stabilize the amplitude of the laser output, which was found
to fluctuate as much as 10 percent. These fluctu,:ions were reduce'd :a about 1 percent.

After suitble measurement methods hAd been developed, measutrements were Made Of the electromechani-
Cal transer! ratios of a n~mwl-tr of cc~amic samples. It w~s found th--t there was no simple one-to-one relation
between the mecbanical displacement snd toe polatizaticti under aiffnev.- controlled conditions. The phase

* ~aqlgl between the ditplacement and charge in batiturn titanate bars with transverse field becomes a lead angle
at high dtive levels. The amplitude of di~splacemenit ior there bars is more nearly proportional to the electric
field than t-> the polarization. sonic samuples were measured under blocked conditioqs by use of quarter-.-ave
blocking stubs. In this way enough data were ovntainel to calculate a complete set of two-port parametmr.
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